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Memorandwn 85-8 

Subject: Study L-500 - Durable Powers of Attorney 

The Commission's Tentative Recommendation Relating to Durable 

Powers of Attorney was distributed to approximately 350 persons and 

organizations for review and comment. A copy of the tentative recommenda

tion is attached. 

We received 13 letters commenting on the tentative recommendation. 

These letters are attached to this memorandum. The letters support the 

recommendation although SOme of them object to a particular provision of 

the tentative recommendation. Exhibits 2 and 3 approve the tentative 

recommendation without any suggestions for revision. The following is 

an analysis of the other letters. 

COMPLEXITY OF STATUTES 

Exhibit 11 is a letter from Elliot D. Pearl, Sacramento, noting the 

complexity of the statutes governing durable powers of attorney and 

suggesting that one simple statute be substituted. Exhibit 13 (Francis 

J. Collin, Jr.) suggests that a single uniform execution procedure be 

provided. It cannot be denied that these statutes are complex. But the 

complexity is the result of compromises made to satisfy concerns of 

various groups interested in the controversial matter of delegation of 

life-and-death decisions to an agent. There is no practical possibility 

of achieving the objective sought by attorney Pearl. And to achieve the 

objective sought by Mr. Collin would require that the execution procedure 

for durable powers of attorney concerning property matters be made more 

complex. The tentative recommendation does, however, seek to make the 

statutes more consistent. The Continuing Education of the Bar needs to 

give a course on durable powers and to publish material explaining the 

law and how to use it. 

USE OF NOTARY PUBLIC 

In preparing the tentative recommendation, the Commission considered 

the question whether to continue the existing authority to use a notary 

public as an alternate to two ordinary wituesses for a durable power of 

attorney for health care. The new statutory form for a durable power of 

attorney for health care does not permit use of a notary public instead 
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of two ordinary witnesses. The Commission decided to continue the 

existing requirement that permits use of the notary public as the sole 

witness for a durable power of attorney for health care that is NOT a 

statutory form durable power of attorney for health care. The existing 

statutory provision is set out at the middle of page 9 of the attached 

tentative recommendation. The Commission was advised that some notaries 

are willing to take an acknowledgment of a durable power using the form 

of acknowledgment required by the existing statute, and the Commission 

was urged not to delete this authority. 

Exhibit 5 is a letter from the National Notary Association that 

notes the inconsistency between the statutory form and other durable 

powers of attorney for health care insofar as use of a notary is concerned. 

The letter takes the position that a notary can not determine whether a 

signer "appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue 

influence," a1 though this is the same determination that the ordinary 

witnesses to the durable power are required to make. In this connection, 

you should read Exhibit 6 which is an article written by a staff attorney, 

Society for the Right to Die, New York, discussing the provision to 

which the Association object and concluding that it is a desirable and 

workable provision. The staff is not persuaded by the letter that any 

change is needed in the tentative recommendation or the existing law. 

OBJECTION BY PRINCIPAL TO THE PROVIDING OF HEALTH CARE 

The most controversial provision of the tentative recommendation is 

the revision of Section 2440 on page 15 of the tentative recommendation. 

The tentative recommendation deleted a provision from Section 2440 that 

stated that nothing in the statute authorizes an attorney in fact to 

consent to health care if the principal objects to the health care. 

The Bioethics Committee of the Los Angeles County Bar Association 

(Exhibit 7) wrote a strong letter in support of the deletion of this 

provision. The Committee stated in part: 

The Committee believes that this language should in fact be 
deleted from the statute, and that it has in many cases created 
substantial problems, and in effect makes the use of a durable 
power of attorney questionable and useless. 

Exhibit 4 (Cyril Lawrence, Merced) objects to the deletion on the 

ground that "it is unreasonable to remove safeguards of the patient's 

desires during lucid moments." To make clear that the attorney in fact 

does not have authority to require medical treatment when the patient 
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has the capacity to make the decision Whether or not to have the treatment 

(the capacity to give informed consent), the staff suggests that the 

last sentence of the Comment to Section 2440 on page 15 of the tentative 

recommendation be revised to read: 

However, the attorney in fact does not have authority to require 
that health care be provided over the principal's objection if the 
principal at that time has the capacity to make the decision Whether 
or not to consent to the providing of the health care. See Section 
2434(a). And the principal can revoke the authority to provide the 
health care under the durable power of attorney if the principal 
has the capacity to do so. See Section 2437(a) , (c). 

The persons Who object to the deletion of consent-to-health-care provision 

fear that a patient will be kept alive over his or her objections. 

However, there are several protections against this. The primary protec

tion is that the attorney in fact is selected by the prinCipal and is a 

person to Whom the principal when competent was willing to give authority 

to make life-and-death decisions. Moreover, the attorney in fact must 

comply with the desires of the principal When the principal was competent 

to express desires. The staff does not believe that a patient Who is 

not lucid should be permitted to refuse necessary medical care that the 

person the patient selected to make the decision believes is necessary 

where providing the health care is not inconsistent with the patient's 

known desires When lucid. 

Exhibit 8 (Grace K. Banoff, La Jolla) objects to the deletion on 

the grounds that a conscious person Who cannot give informed consent 

still should be able to refuse painful health care. Exhibit 9 (Richard 

A. Gorini, San Jose) objects on the ground that it is inconsistent to 

permit the incompetent patient to object to the withdrawal of health 

care but at the same time refuse to permit the incompetent patient to 

object to the providing of health care. The staff believes there is a 

difference between the case Where the patient objects to removal of 

health care needed to keep the patient alive and the case Where the 

patient objects to the providing of health care that is necessary to 

keep the patient alive. In both cases, the policy decision is that it 

is best to keep the patient alive if that is not inconsistent with the 

known desires of the patient at the time the patient had capacity. 
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LIMITATION OF AUTHORITY GIVEN UNDER STATUTORY SHORT FORM POWER OF ATTORNEY 

Exhibit 8 (Grace K. Banoff, La Jolla) comments concerning the 

Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney (set out on pages 16-20 of the 

tentative recommendation): 

Although the printed warning mandated by Civil Code § 2450 
gives notice that the document authorizes the attorney in fact to 
borrow money using the prinCipal's property as security, the Statement 
of Authority in 113 of the form does not provide a convenient way 
of witholding authority to borrow money with or without security by 
merely striking out an enumerated power. 

The relevant portions of the form are paragraph 3 at the bottom of page 

17 and the top of page 18, and paragraph 4 on page 18, of the tentative 

recommendation. If one desires to limit any power otherwise given to 

the attorney in fact by the statutory form, the person need merely so 

state in paragraph i of the form. For example, if it is desired to 

withold authority to borrow money with or without security, it would be 

necessary only to add the following in the blank space in paragraph 4: 

The agent has no authority to borrow money with or without security. 

This should become clearer when the California Continuing Education of 

the Bar (or some other publisher) publishes a book on how to use the 

various durable power of attorney in California. Such a publication 

also should minimize the confusion that some lawyers (~, Exhibit 11) 

have concerning the use of the form. 

The staff is not persuaded that any change is needed in the form. 

PROOF OF IDENTITY OF PRINCIPAL BY CONVINCING EVIDENCE 

The new Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney and the new Statutory 

Form Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care require that the document 

be signed by two adult witnesses. The declaration under penalty of 

perjury that each witness must sign includes a declaration that the 

person who signed or acknowledged the document "is personally known to 

me (or proved to me on the basis of convincing evidence) to be the 

principal." The statute does not define what constitutes "convincing 

evidence" for the purposes of this declaration, and the meaning of those 

words is unclear. 

The tentative recommendation adds a statutory definition of "convinc

ing evidence" to the statute and adds instructions to the forms that 

tell the witness what constitutes "convincing evidence." See page 19 of 
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tentative recommendation (Statutory Short Form Durable Power of Attorney) 

and pages 27-28 (Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney for Health 

Care). If the witness does not personally know the principal, the 

witness must reasonably rely on one of the kinds of proof of identity 

listed. Other kinds of proof of identity are not allowed. This scheme 

was designed to provide some certainty to the statute. 

In a preliminary draft of the tentative recommendation, the instruc

tions advised the witness to refer to the pertinent section of the Civil 

Code (Section 2511 on pages 31 and 32 of the tentative recommendation) 

for a listing of the types of proof the witness could use to establish 

the identity of the principal. The Commission revised this preliminary 

draft to reflect the Commission's decision that the types of proof 

should be listed in the instructions because the Civil Code might not be 

available to the witnesses Who use a printed form. 

Three of the comments include comments that relate to this scheme. 

Exhibit 5 (National Notary Association) states that "few witnesses 

without notarial, retail or law enforcement experience would be able to 

spot a counterfeit or tampered phony ID card" and suggests that the 

witness be allowed to rely only upon the identification of a credible 

individual personally known to the witness. If there is someone who 

personally knows both the principal and the witness, that person could 

serve as the witness unless the witness is disqualified because the 

person is the health care agent or a relative that will inherit property 

or one of the other persons described in the first paragraph of the 

instructions under Statement of Witnesses on page 27. It would not make 

much sense to allow a person Who is disqualified from serving as a 

witness because of the possibility of fraud or the like to identify the 

principal for a wi tness Who does not know the principal. There will be 

cases Where there are not two eligible witnesses Who personally know the 

principal, yet the principal wants to designate a trusted person to 

serve as his or her health care agent. The staff is not persuaded that 

the fear of phony identification cards is one that justifies depriving 

such a person of the right to designate a health care agent. Accordingly, 

we believe that it is sound to specify by statute precisely What kind of 

documents constitute convincing proof. 

Exhibit 10 (Probate and Estate Planning Section, Kern County Bar 

Association) concluded that the instructional information under the 
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heading "Statement of Witnesses" (see page 27 of the tentative recom

mendation) is too long, but the section could not agree on the best 

method of simplifying the instructions. You should read this letter for 

the three alternative solutions that different factions of the section 

supported. 

Exhibit 1 (Justice Robert Kingsley) suggests that the form be 

supplemented by an addition: 

I think it would be desirable, in the case the witness(es) rely on 
"convincing evidence" to have the wi tness(es) indicate (probably by 
check off) which of the six forms of proffered [evidence] he (she) 
relied on. 

Justice Kingsley's suggestion has appeal. The staff in preparing the 

draft relating to the use of an affidavit to collect personal property 

belonging to a decedent included the following provision in the staff 

draft: 

If the affidavit does not contain a notary public's certificate of 
acknowledgment of the identity of the persons executing the affidavit, 
the holder [of the decedent's property) shall note on the affidavit 
for each person either that the person executing the affidavit is 
personally known or a description of the identification provided by 
the person executing the affidavit. 

The staff believes that it will be a rare case where the witnesses 

do not personally know the principal. We agree that the detail in the 

instructions complicates the form and that the length of the instruction 

creates a likelihood that the witness will not read the instructions. 

We believe that the form should be designed primsrily for the case where 

the witnesses personally know the principal. Where the witneases do not 

personally know the prinCipal, we do not believe that it is unreasonable 

to require them to examine the relevant statute. Although the suggestion 

of Justice Kingsley has appeal, it would greatly complicate the statute. 

We would need to provide space for a checklist for each witness, since 

one might know the prinCipal and the other rely on identification. The 

form is complex now; we do not want to make it more complex. Accordingly, 

the staff recommends that the following be substituted for the underlined 

material on page 27: 

(You can sign as a witness only if you personally know the principal 
or the identity of the principal is proved to you by convincing 
evidence.) 

(SPECIAL REQUIREMENT IF YOU DO NOT PERSONALLY KNOW THE PRINCIPAL. 
If you do not personally know the principal, do not sign until 
after you have read and complied with Section 2511 of the California 
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Civil Code. That section tells you the kinds of proof of identity 
that must be shown to you. No other kind of proof of identity is 
allowed. IF YOU SIGN WITHOUT COMPLYING WITH THIS REQUIREMENT, YOU 
ARE SUBJECT TO THE PENALTY FOR PERJURY.) 

The staff recommends that a comparable substitution be made for the 

underlined material on page 19. 

If the Commission does not adopt the staff recommendation, we 

recommend that this portion of the tentative recommendation be approved 

after revising the first portion of the second sentence of the underlined 

material to read: 

To have convincing proof of the identity of the principal you 
.. _ tl.e~ ~e e_re e~ e..,. -i~_~MftT _!t<ieftee; e!l!' e~he!l!' 1!;'!I!'el!mMa_ee 
~he~ _~ ~eM "alt; ee e -ree_~e ~!I!'_ ~a ~Heye -the~ 
~he ~P_ e~~ ep ee!<ftew;!,M~~ -tMe -i .. "tr .... e .. ~ ae l'HflripM 
;,e tl.M -the ~H:M .... ;!, ~e _ ehe ~a;""a -ta ~ attft.; U ~~ftT 
,.aft must be presented with and reasonably rely on anyone or more 
of the following: 

DISPOSITION OF PRINCIPAL'S REMAINS 

Exhibit 12 (Jerome Sapiro) is concerned that there may be a conflict 

between the directions in the principal's will concerning prepaid arrange

ments or other dispOSition of the remains and the authority given the 

attorney in fact to dispose of the principal's remains. 

Exhibit 14 is a draft of a prOVision that seeks to clarify this 

matter. The staff recommends it as a deSirable clarification. 

AFTER-ACQUIRED PROPERTY 

Exhibit 13 (Francis J. Collin, Jr.) is concerned that durable 

powers of attorney drawn by lawyers will fail to include a provision 

that makes clear that the authority of the attorney in fact extends to 

after-acquired property. He suggests that some provision be made by 

statute to allow a durable power of attorney to pick up after-acquired 

property. The staff is reluctant to propose such a statute; we believe 

that the matter should be determined by the intent reflected in the 

instrument. 

It is of interest to note that the Statutory Short Form Durable 

Power of Attorney (drafted by the Commission) specifically deals with 

this matter. The statutory provision describing What authority is given 

by giving authority wi th respect to "real estate transactions" (Civil 

Code § 2460) provides in part: 

(b) All powers described in this section are exercisable 
equally with respect to any interest in real property owned by the 
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principal at the time of the giving of the power of attorney ot 
thereafter acquired, whether located in this state or elsewhere. 

The statutory provisions that spell out the powers given to the attorney 

in fact by the statutory short form durable power of attorney serve as a 

model that can be used by an attorney drafting such a power of attorney. 

Moreover, it is unnecessary to spell out in a power of attorney drafted 

by a lawyer all of the details of the powers granted; the powers given 

by the various Civil Code sections relating to the statutory short form 

durable power of attorney can be incorporated by reference. This leaves 

only those powers of attorney in existence now. The staff would be 

reluctant to draft a provision governing their interpretation. 

APPROVAL FOR PRINTING AND SUBMISSION TO LEGISLATION 

This tentative recommendation was well received. The comments 

received are concerned with details of the tentative recommendation or 

with matters not dealt with in the tentative recommendation. 

The staff recommends that the tentative recommendation be approved 

for printing after it has been revised to reflect the Commission's 

decisions in reviewing this memorandum. We further recommend that the 

proposed legislation, revised to reflect the Commission's decisions at 

the meeting, be introduced in the 1985 legislative session. We propose 

to ask Senator Keene who has carried our bills in this field to carry 

the proposed legislation. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 
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Memo 85-8 

ROBERT KINGSLEY 
AS50CI",-TE .JUSTICE 

Exhibit 1 

STA.TE OF' CALJFORr>llA 

COURT OF APPEAL 
SECOND DISTRiCT-DIVISlON FOUR 

3580 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD 

L.OS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 900tO 

November 27, 1984 

California Law Revision Commission, 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2, 
Palo Alto, California 94303 

Gentlemen: 

I have received, and read, the Tentative Recommendations 
on: (1) Provision for Support if Support Obligor 
Dies; (2) Effect of Adoption or Out of Wedlock Birth 
on Rights at Death; (3) Distribution Under a Will 
or Trust; (4) Protection of Mediation Communications; 
(5) Recording Severance of Joint Tenancy; (6) Abandoned 
Easement; and (7) Durable Powers of Attorney. I 
find no comments necessary as to five of the Recommendations, 
but do have corr;n,ents as to t"JO: 

(2) Durable Powers: I think it would be desirable, 
in the case the witness(es) rely on "convincing evidence" 
to have the witness(es) indicate (probably by check off) 
which of the six forms of proffered he (she) relied on. 

Sincerely, 
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M mo 85-8 Exhibit 2 

HENRY ANGERBAUER. CPA 
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CONCORD.~ 84112. 
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Memo 85-8 Exhibit 3 
VERNE H. PYNN 

ATTORNEY"'T LAW 
431. LEEWOOD PLACE 

P.O.BOX21418 

CONCORD, CAliFORNIA 94'21 

T,llllhon, (4151 680-1984 

December 3, 1984 

California Law Revision 
Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road 
Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

Re: Tentative Recommendation 
Relating to· 
(1) DURABLE POWERS OF ATTORNEY 

Gentlemen: 

I have reviewed the subject tentative recommendation 
and am in full accord with same. 

Thank you for sending the document on to me for 
my perusal. 

Yours very truly, 

VHP:j 



Memo 85-8 Exhibit 4 

LAW OFFlCES OF 

CYRIL LAWRENCE. INC. 

Cyril L. Lawrence 

Mr. John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 
CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION 

COMMISSION 

PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

555 Wesl 26th Street· Suite B 
P.O. Box 2528 

Merced, California 95344 

November 27, 1984 

400 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

RE: New Probate Code 

Dear Mr. DeMoully: 

I have reviewed the material forwarded by letter of 
November 14th. Having reviewed the various recommendations, 
I wish to express my comments relating to Durable Powers of 
Attorney. 

The Durable Power of Attorney is expressly designed to 
deal with temporary or permanent incapacity short of death. 

Telephone 
(209) 3B:J.6854 

To eliminate the specific restrictions dealing with patient 
objections crea.tes in my mind a serious question of objective. 
While the execution of the Durable Power of Attorney is often 
well in advance of the disability, it is unreasonable to 
remove safeguards of the patient's desires during lucid 
moments under the theory that the patient is not deprived of 
the power to revoke the Durable Power of Attorney. 

I urge the Committee to reconsider its tentative 
recommendation to delete that portion of the statute which 
authorizes an Attorney in Fact to consent to provide a 
health care where the patient/principal objects. 

CLL:lg 

Very truly yours, 

CYRIL LAWRENCE, INC. 
Professional Corporation 
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Memo 85-8 Exhibit 5 

<1\ ~:~ 
NATIONAL NOTARY ASSOCIATION 
23012 Ventura Blvd., P.O. Box 4625. Woodland Hills, Gallfornla 91364-1166 

Telephone: (213) 347-2035, Gab,e: NOTAAIAN 

• 
MILTON G. VALERA 

President 

OEBORAH M. THA.W 
ExecutiVII Direclor en • 

Sane. r!l51 RA YMOMD C. ROTH MA.N 
Found" 

November 27, 1984 

Mr. John DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 
California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Room D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Dear Mr. DeMoully: 

• 
, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the five legislative 
proposals relating, respectively, to abandoned easements, recording 
severance of joint tenancy, distribution under a will or trust, effect 
of adoption or out-of-wedlock birth on rights at death, and durable 
powers of attorney. 

Our only comments are on the tentative recommendations relating to 
durable powers of attorney: 

1. It seems inconsistent that notarization of the Statutory Short 
Form Power of Attorney (Section 2450) is mandatory but 
notarization of the Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney for 
Health Care (Section 2500) is optional, according to Section 
2432. Furthermore, there is no instruction on the latter 
statutory form itself that notarization is an option. 

2. Although guidelines for "convincing" documentary evidence of 
identity would be provided for witnesses (as borrowed from Civil 
Code Section 1185), few witnesses without notarial, retail or 
law enforcement experience would be able to spot a counterfeit 
or tampered phony ID card. Why not make identification through 
a credible individual personally known to the witness an option, 
as it is in Civil Code Section 11851 No special expertise 
would then be required of the witness. 

3. The notarial certificates in the Statutory Short Form Power of 
Attorney (Section 2450) and in Section 2432 are inconsistent. 
The former complies with the certificate prescribed in Civil 
Code Section 1189, while the latter requires a Notary to 
declare that a signer "appears to be of sound mind and under no 
duress, fraud, or undue influence." At present, no law in any 
state asks the ministerial Notary to determine a signer's 
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Hr. John DeKoully 
November 27, 1984 
Page 2 

soundness of mind or the lawfulness of a transaction; these are 
determinations about which even experienced physicians and 
attorneys can disagree. 

Please contact me or Charles N. Faerber, our vice president of 
Legislative and Educational Affairs, if you wish a fuller explanation of 
my comments. 

Sincerely, 

~vf.r~ 
President 

HGV: jd 
020120 

cc: Charles N. Faerber 
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Memorandum 85-8 Study L-SOO 

EXHIBIT 6 

NOTARY 

n. ' I. 7Fj' .' :' 1""'. . -J/;' 'P" I"f 4. \. ~'J1f ....... " "~ r :J ' j' ! \ J ,. , ., f IJ 
~iJ\'" tJ'" 'Ull.), /.t, 

October 1984 Volume XII, Number 5 

Durable Power of Attorney 

Should California Notaries 
Be Judging A 'Sound Mind'? 

Do Notaries have the training or skill 
!o know whe!her a document signer is 
competent - that is, fully understands 
what the signed document means? Most 
slates answer, "No." However. there has 
been an interesting development in one 
state in regard to the Notary's duty to 
assess zhe competence of signers of cer
tain powers of attorney - Editor, 

By Fenella Rouse, Staff AUorney 
Society for the Right to Die 
New York. New York 

California now has a Durable 
Power of Attorney Act which allows 
people to appoint an agent to make 
medical treatment decisions on their 
behalf if they should become 
incompetent. 

The procedure for appointing an 
agent to make these decisions is rea
sona bly complex but the provision 
which is of particular interest to No
taries Public is that to be valid. the 
power of attorney must be either 
acknowledged before a Notary Pub, 
lie in California or Signed by two 
witnesses. 

In what appears to be the first 
example of a Notary Public being 
specifically required to attest to the 
signer's mental abilities. the Notary 
Public before whom the document is 

acknowledged is required to declare. 
under penalty of perjury. that the 
person whose name is subscrihed 
"appears to be of sound mind and 
under no duress. fraud. or undue 
influence." 

In fact the requirement may not be 
as innovative as it at first seems. and 
Notaries Public should not be 
alarmed. nor think of it as onerous. 
As stated in the National Notary 
Association pamplet. "What is a No
tary Public?". what a Notary does is 
to certify to the identity of the signer 
and to the fact, "that the signer in
tends the document to be used for the 
purposes stated in the document." 
The California Act is really asking no 
more than that. What is at issue is 
whether the person subscribing 
knows what he or she is doing. and 
intends to do it. Thus the question of 
perjury would arise only if the No
tary Puhlic's best estimation was that 
the subscriber's mind was not sound, 
so that he or she did not know what 
was being signed and/or did not re
alize what grant of power was in fact 
being given. and ignoring this. the 
Notary willfully and deliberately. 
nonetheless. certified the signature, 

It is worth noting. at this point. that 
if the person appointing an agent 
under the Act chooses to have two 

, witnesses. instead of a Notary Public 



attest to the signature, the witnesses 
are also required to declare that the 
principal "appears to be of sound 
mind and under no duress, fraud or 
undue influence." 

Implicit in the witnessing require· 
ments is the legislature's concern that 
durable powers of attorney should 
only be executed knowingly, will
ingly and voluntarily. 

It is for this reason that the law 
limits those who can serve as wit
nesses. At least one must not be re
lated to the appointor nor stand to 
inherit: neither witness can be an 
employee of the health care provider, 
nor an operator of a community care 
facility and, of course, neither wit
ness can be the principal's agent. 

Neither Notaries nor witnesses are 
expected to be pyschiatrists. The role 
that Notaries are required to play 
under the California Durable Power 
of Attorney Act, is their traditional 
one of impartial witness assuring the 
public that the agreement that has in 
fact been signed was entered into 
knowingly and willingly. 

Although the California Durable 
Power Act stipulates that the appoint
ing document can be either wit
nessed or notarized, it is not clear 
from the statute whether this alterna
tive exists when the principal is a 
patient in a "skilled nursing facility." 
The Act requires that in such a cir
cumstance one of the witnesses must 
be a patient advocate or ombudsman. 
The statute is unclear as to whether 
the power will be valid if acknow 1-

Continued on page 5 
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Judging A 
'Sound Mind' 
Continued from page 2 

edged by a Notary alone, without a 
patient advocate or ombudsman as a 
witness, even if a Notary has certi
fied the document. 

California's Durable Power of Attorney 
for health care was recently changed -
effective /anuary 1,1985 - to remove 
the option for notarization. Instead, the 
new version asks two non-Notary wit
nesses to attesllo the signer's "sound 
mind." - Editor 
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Mr. John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 

Exhibit 7 

IRENE L. SILVERMAN 
ATTORN!::)' AT LAW 

10100 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARO 

LOS ANCELES, CALlFORNIA 90067 
TE:L.£F"HONE: (2131 553-4999 

December 13, 1984 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road 
Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, Ca. 94303 

Re: Durable Power of Attorney 
Dear John: 

As you know, the Bioethics Committee of the Los 
Angeles County Bar Association was quite actively involved with 
the language and making suggestions in connection therewith 
regarding the current statutes relating to the Durable Power of 
Attorney for Health Care. 

I have recently received the Commission's tenative 
Recommendation relating to the Durable Power of Attorney for 
Health Care, and brought it to the attention of our co~ittee. 

Since we were particulary concerned at the time, 
with the language relating to medical treatment of a principal 
over the principal's objections, we have noted with great interest 
the Staff's recommendation to delete the langauge in Section 2440, 
relating to consenting to health care over the objections of the 
principal. 

The Committee believes that this language should in fact 
be deleted from the statute, and that it has in many cases created 
substantial problems, and in effect makes the use of a durable 
power of attorney questionable and useless. 

Accordingly, the Bioethics Committee of the Los Angeles 
County Bar Association wanted the Commission to know that it supports 
the commission's recommendation to delete this language in Section 
2440, and believes that it is necessary to make the statute more 
meaningful. 

This comment and opinion is that of the Bioethics Committee 
only, and does not in any way represent the position of the Los 
Angeles County Bar Association. 



.. ' 

IRENE L. SILVERMAN 
ATTO~NEY AT LAW 

Mr. John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 
California Law Revision Commission 
December 13, 1984 
Page 2 

We welcome the opportunity to continue to work with 
the Commission in connection with the Durable Power of Attorney 
for Health Care, as well as any other related health care issues 
which may come before the Commission. 

Best personal regards, and my sincerest wishes for a 
very happy and healthy holiday season. 

ILS:dh 

Very truly yours, 

IRENE L. SILVERMAN 
Chair of the Subcommittee on 

Durable Power of Attorney for 
Health Care 

Bioethics Committee of the Los 
Angeles County Bar Association 

cc: Jan Almquist, Co-Chair, Bioethics Committee 
Vicki Michel, Co-Chair, Bioethics Committee 
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GRACE K. BAN OFF 
Attorney at Law 

733 Kline Street #304 
La Jolla, CA 92037 

(619) 459-9563 

December 12, 1984 

CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMMISSION 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

Gentlemen: 

The enclosed memoranda comment on discussion drafts 
H60l, L500, and L659. 

I omit comment on L605, DISTRIBUTION UNDER A WILL 
OR TRUST, as I am neutral on its recommendation. 

Very truly yours, 
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TO. 

FROM. 

RE: 

DATE. 

LAW REVISION COMMISSION 

GRACE K. BANOFF 

#L500 
Discussion Draft dated 11/13/84 
DURABLE POWERS OF ATTORNEY 

DECEMBER 10, 1984 

HEALTH CARE 
I strongly oppose the proposed amendment of Civil 

Code §2440. 

To my mind, a conscious person who may not be able to 
give informed consent should still be able at any time to 
refuse health care especially if the treatment is painful. 
Requiring the principal formally to revoke the power of attorney 
before countermanding previous instructions is unrealistic if 
a conscious patient wants to order a physician to omit or to 
stop a painful procedure immediately. Moreover, the patient may 
want to refuse particular care but may want the durable power to 
remain in effect in the event he becomes unconscious. 

The proposed amendment would benefit the physician at 
the expense of the patient. 

STATUTORY SHORT FORM POWER OF ATTORNEY 
Although the printed warning mandated by Civil Code 

§2450 gives notice that the document authorizes the attorney in 
fact to borrow money using the principal's property as security, 
the Statement of Authority in ~3 of the form does not provide a 
convenient way of withholding authority to borrow money with or 
without security by merely striking out an enumerated power. 

I believe that alternative should be added to the 
list of specific items which may be prohibited. 
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Peter J, Boskovich 
Richard k Gorini 

Exhibit 9 

BOSKOVICH, GORINI & VANASSE 
ATTORNE YS AT LAW 

1671 TH!: ALAMEDA 

SUITE 304 

SAN JOSE, CAUFORN IA 95126-2222 

(4081286-6314 
Charles F, Vanasse 
Associate Counsel 

December 12, 1984 

Mr. John DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 
California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Room D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94306 

Dear Mr. DeHoully: 

The following are comments on Tentative Recommendations L-500 
and H-60l. These are solely my opinions since I have just been 
appointed to rcplClcE- Carla Holt as head of the legislative s,,-;bconmittcc 
for the Santa Cl,:-'L_',,_ County Bar Estate Plannirlg SEctions dnd h2.V8 not 
yet been able to schedule a meeting of the new members. 

L-500 DURABLE POWERS OF ATTORNEY: Your recon~endations regarding 
the authority of the attorney in fact where the principal Objects to 
the providing of health care seems to create -a double standard . 

For example, if an incompetent (frequently an opinion rClther th~n 
an adjudication) principal objects to the providing of health care, the 
attorney in fact can consent to its provision if consistent with the 
principal's expressed desires or best interests. But if that same 
incompetent principal objects to the withdrawal of health care, the 
attorney in fact cannot consent to such withdrawal. 

Although it may be difficult to imagine disputing the requests for 
health care from anyone, be they incompetent or not, it would appear 
that a logical approach would require a petition for instructions from 
a court to resolve any disputes between the principal and attorney in 
fact, absent the revocation of the durable power. Otherwise, in one 
case the attorney in fact can dispute the incompetent principal and in 
the other, the attorney in fact cannot dispute such principal's requests. 

Sincerely, 

Richard A. Gorini, Esq. 
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LAW OFFICES 

BYRUM, KIMBALL, CARRlCK, KOONTZ & CREAR 
A PROFESSIONAL CORF'ORATICN 

ISIS-20T" STREET 

"REA CODE ao~ 

TEL.E:P"'ONE 3.2'3-28.' 

KENNEiH M. eYRUM 

CLAUDE P. tl;IMBALL 

PATRICK C. CARRICK 

H "I. M. KOON TZ 
eAKERSF'"IELC, CALIFORNIA 93301 

THOM .... S A. CREAR 

oJ. SUZ .... NNE HILI. 

DA""IO M. ZELIGS December 17, 1984 1'"1LE NO. 

Mr. John H. DeMoully, Executive Secretary 
CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMMISSION 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94303 

Dear Mr. DeMoully: 

This letter contains the comments of the Probate and 
Estate Planning Section of the Kern County Bar Association 
on the five specific recommendations you sent to me. Please 
add the following persons to your mailing list who would 
like to review and comment on future recommendations: 

Thomas A. Tutton, Esq. 
DEADRICH, BATES & TUTTON 
1122 Truxtun Avenue 
Bakersfield, CA 93301 

Vernon Kalshan, Esq. 
651 "H" Street 
Bakersfield, CA 93301 

James Hulsy, Esq. 
BULSY & HULSY LAW OFFICES 
412 Truxtun Avenue 
Bakersfield, CA 93301 

Barry L. McCown, Esq. 
5100 California Avenue 
Bakersfield, CA 93309 

The Probate and Estate Planning Section of the Kern 
County Bar Association is willing to review and comment on 
preliminary drafts of the new Probate Code and would like to 
receive copies of the materials the Commission distributes. 
We request that the materials be sent out more than one 
month before the comment period ends, if possible, to give 
us more time to study the recommendations. 

Our committee which reviewed the five recommendations 
had no objection to the recommendations on transfer without 
probate of title to certain property registered by the state 
and effect of adoption or out of wedlock birth on rights at 
death. We have specific comments on the other. three 
recommendations. 



Durable Powers of Attorney 

The only section we objected to was the "Proof of 
identify of principal by convincing evidence" section. Our 
committee was badly split over this section. 

1. One ,faction of the committee approved of the con
cept of having an instruction to the witnesses, but would 
prefer that it be condensed into half the number of words. 
Our concern is that if it is too long, the witnesses will 
not read it. For example, you could combine (2) and (3) (a) 
into one sentence and you could combine (3) (b), (3) (c) and 
(3) (d) into one sentence. This faction of the committee had 
no problem with these types of proof being exclusive. 

2. Another faction of the committee would change the 
word "convincing" in the existing statute to "satisfactory" 
and would cross-reference the term to the definition in 
civil Code section 1185. This faction would include on the 
form only your first sentence stating that a witness must 
personally know the principal or the identity of the prin
cipal must be proved by convincing evidence and a simple 
reference to see Civil Code section 1185 for what constitutes 
"convincing evidence." This faction did not believe the 
witnesses needed any guidance. 

3. A third faction of the committee felt that a very 
simplified version of the instruction be on the form. This 
faction felt that the requirement that the witness not be 
aware of any evidence which would lead him to believe the 
principal was other than he claimed to be is unnecessary 
since such a witness could not be "convinced" by any amount 
of other proof. This faction would shorten the warning to 
three short statements (much like in 1. above) but would not 
limit the proof to only those types of proofs listed. 

As I stated, the committee was very split over this 
issue. Everyone agreed that the warning was too long. 

We hope that our comments have been of some use to you. 

HMK:alm 

PROBATE AND ESTATE PLANNING 
SECTION, KERN COUNTY BAR 
ASSOCIATION 

By: Ike-a ,2~~_ 
HAt~. KOONTZ, Pr~ent 
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LAW Of'FlCES OF 

EWOTD. PEARL 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

!!5S!5 UNIVERSITY AVENUE. SU1TE 290 

S.'t.cRAMF_"rro. CAuR)R."I1A 9">R..><; 

(916) 927·7728 

December 6, 1984 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94303 

Attn: John H. DeMoully 

Dear Mr. DeMoully: 

I am pleased to have been nominated by Mr. Frantz to 
serve on the commi ttee and to review the tentative proposals 
of the Law Revision Commission relating to probate law. I 
have reviewed the same and have the following general com
ments which perhaps will be of some assistance. Should 
specific recommendations be desired, I will be happy to meet 
with other committee members or with the Commission itself to 
discuss these. 

S. wi th regard to the health care durable power of 
attorney, I have found this to be a virtually impossible docu
ment, even under the present law, and the requirements of ex-. 
ecuting the same are so onerous that it is virtually unus
able. I do not feel that the changes being proposed will make 
this any less difficult. With regard to the regular durable 
power of attorney, the printed form is confusing and contains 
too much verbiage. It should be simplified. Even those which 
are drafted by attorneys are so complicated that it makes it 
difficult to explain. 

Wi th regard to the present form power of attorney, 
it is our suggestion that only one form of power of attorney 
be designated and that this power of attorney include place 
for the health care provisions, with the portion which is not 
to be used set forth in such fashion so that it can be de
leted by interlineation. If the power of attorney is to in
clude the health care prov isions, then t he formal requisi tes 
of this shall be required, ie. various witnesses, etc. If it 
is to be a simple statutory durable power of attorney, then 
the requirements for its execution can be carried out. This 
could be done by indicating what must be accomplished for the 
various types of power of attorney, either on the document it
self or by an attachment which would be provided by the sta
tionary store. I feel also, that since there is a Uniform Act 



regardi ng durable power of attorney, we must be careful that 
we not differ in any material form from the laws of other 
states which have adopted the act, so as to assure that these 
power of attorneys will be valid in other states. This is par
ticularly true not only because we have a mobile population 
but because of the fact that the transfer agents for many of 
the corporations are not wi thin the State of Cal i fornia and 
the difficulty in convincing these transfer agents or broker
age houses that the power of attorney is valid might present 
itself • 

Thank you for having allowed us to review these very 
important proposals; if further review is desirable or if the 
commission would like me to appear or consult directly with 
it, I would be happy to do so. 

EDP:ap 

cc: Benjamin Frantz 

/\ 

_ t.f. UI. ly sUbm~u1' 
~&Jfj'~ 

OT D. PEARr: 
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LAW QrFICES 

JEROME SAPIRO 
100 SUSH STREET 

SAN FJt",,,,cISC:O 94104 

[4!!5l 362-7807 

November 26, 1984 

California Law Revision Oornmission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Roan D-2 
Palo Alto, CA, 94306 
Thru: John De}bully, Executive Secretary 

Re: Ccmrents on ProFQsed ReccmrEndation 
*H-601, ProFQsed Tentative Recroa:rend
ations *L-60S and #L-500, and 
Discussion Draft #1-659 

Dear Mr. DeM:mlly: 

Herewith for the California Law Revision Ccmnissionare my 
caments and recCl"rmel'1dations concerning the above mentioned pro!Xlsals, 
recently received from your office. 

TEm'ATIVE ~CN RE DURl<.BLE J:>a\'EP.s OF ATIORNEY (11/13/84, #L-500) 

Good work has been done in this area and the revisions appear to 
be in order. 

~;ever, there is one questionable area concerning the provisions 
of the warning CC 2500, Statutory Form Durable PcMer of Attorney, subdivision 
(31 at the end of page 22, which reads: 

"and (3) Direct the diS!XJsition of your ranains". 

This may conflict with directions in a will or codicil re funeral, 
burial, or other diSFQsition. Such conflict should be avoided. There 
siDuld be sarething added to the effect that in the event of conflict the 
provisions of the will, codicil, prepaid arrangements or other diSFQSi tion 
of the remains (donor of power) shall prevail, - thereby requiring the 
attorney in fact to make appropriare,-' , inquiry. The arrangements for 
disposition of ranains by the donor of the power slDuld be preserved and 
protected. ' 

'Ihls also affects 7 (e) and the instrootional language there 
should be changed. 

Thank you for this opportunity to participate. 

I rope that my suggestions will help to make better law for 
our people and State. 

JS:nes 
oc to Kenneth M. Klug, Chair 

Estate Planning, 'Prust & Probate LiM Section 
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FRANCIS oJ. COLL-IN, JR. 

Exhibit 13 

DICKENSON. PEATMAN & FOGARTY 
A F'ROF'ESSIONAL LAW CORPORATION 

809 COOMBS STREET 

N .... PA, CALI F'ORNIA 94559-2977 

TELEPHONE 707 Z52-7122 

December 10, 1984 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road 
Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94303 

Re: Revisions to California's law on the Durable Power of 
Attorney 

Gentlemen: 

I understand that you are working on some clean-up legislation 
for California's Durable Power of Attorney law. I fully support 
your current proposal, especially your attempt to clear up the 
problem relating to the granting of proxies. I suggest that you 
also consider legislation addressed to the following problems: 

1. Transactions regarding real estate. Most powers of 
attorney for asset management provide the attorney
in-fact with authority to make various transactions 
with respect to real property owned by the principal. 
There is a case in California, Jay v. Dollarhide, 
(1970) 3 Cal. App. 3d 1001, which apparently requires 
powers of attorney relating to real estate to include 
a description of the real estate to which the power 
applies or to grant to the attorney-in-fact the power 
to insert the legal descriptions of after-acquired 
real property into the Durable Power of Attorney. Many 
attorneys are not familiar with this apparent require
ment. In addition, it creates a serious problem with 
respect to the identification of after-acquired real 
property and leaves open the possibility that the 
Durable Power of Attorney will not apply to such 
after-acquired real property. I think it would be 
extremely helpful if legislation can be drafted that 
would avoid the application of this case. 



2. Execution procedures. With the adoption of two statu
tory forms, our Durable Power statute now incorporates 
three different execution procedures. The statutory 
Durable Power for Health Care must be witnessed. 
The statutory Durable Power for asset management 
must be witnessed and acknowledged. Other Durable 
Powers, i.e., Durable Powers other than the statutory 
powers, may be witnessed or acknowledged. I suggest 
that you revise the statute to incorporate a single 
execution procedure. 

For whatever help it may be, I am enclosing memoranda dealing 
with the Dollarhide issue. 

Very truly yours, 

~~gedL.0 
Francis J. Collin, Jr. 

of Dickenson, Peatman & Fogarty 

FJC: jb-s 



TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

ME~lORANnUM 

Frank Collin 

Steve Goldberg 

Jay v. Dollarhid~ 

June 17, 1983 

ISSUE 

Whether Jay v. Dollarhide, (1970) 3 C.A.3d 1001, 84 C.R. 538 

stands for the proposition that a durable power of attorney 

(DPA) can effectively authorize an agent, who deals with all of 

the principal's real property, to insert the description of 

later acquired property or whether the property must be spe

cifically described in the instrument. 

ANSWER 

Jay v. Dollarhide, supra, should be interpreted to stand for 

the proposition that a durable power of attorney can authorize 

an agent, who is authorized to dispose of or deal with all (or 

some other similarly definite part) of the principal's real 

property, to fill in the description of real property acquired 

after the power of attorney is executed. 

DISCUSSION 

It is possible to interpret Jay v. Dollarhide, supra, as An

thony Cermak does in his letter of May 16, 1983, to require 



specific descriptions of any real property in a DPA, but only 

by reading the case narrowly. When Cermak quote~ Dollarhide for 

the rule that a specific description of land authorized to be 

sold or conveyed may not be inserted afterward, he is quoting 

the case somewhat out of context. The full quotation is: 

"The power to act is determined solely from the language 
of the instrument. (citation). Powers of attorney are 
strictly construed. Authority never is extended beyond 
that which is directly given or necessary and proper to 
carry the authority into full effect. (citation). A power 
of attorney to convey land must contain a description 
of the land authorized to be sold or conveyed. Stafford v. 
Lick, 13 Cal. 240; Honore v. Lemm, 181 Cal. 420, 184 P. 
004: It may not be inserted afterward. 

rd. at 1020. Thus, if a DPA grants an agent the right to dis

pose of or deal with all of his property (authorized solely by 

the language of the instrument), a requirement that each parcel 

of land be specifically described would defeat the purpose of 

the DPA. This apparent problem can be resolved by looking at 

the case that Dollarhide cites for the "specifically described 

land" rule. (See Fred Clarke memo of 11/22/82 for Honore v. 

Lemm discussion.) 

In Stafford v. Lick, (1859) 13 Cal. 240, the court held that a 

DPA that purported to convey real property had to specifically 

describe that property where the principal had other property. 

The Stafford court seemed concerned with the uncertainty caused 

by the fact that the principal may have had other property. The 

Court stated: 

-2-



"What lot? Where situated? The paper would answer as well 
for a lot in San Jose, Monterey, or Los Angeles as in 
Yerba Buena. It is not shown that the premises in contro
versy is the only lot which was owned by Fernandez at the 
time and we are not to presume, in the absence of proof, 
that such was the case." 

Stafford 13 Cal. at 242. Thus, if the grantor in Stafford had 

granted all of his property (e.g., the grantor grants one lot 

and owns only one lot) to the grantee, the Court implied that 

it would have given effect to the grant (the grant in Stafford 

was a power of attorney). 

Dollarhide held that this particular power of attorney failed 

because the designated attorney-in-fact could not nominate a 

new agent. 

The Court indicated that the designation of a new agent by 

the old agent was impossible because the creation of a personal 

agency relationship must involve the principal. 

"It is not competent for him (the- principal) to transfer 
an incompleted instrument to another and for that other to 
make that nomination, since a personal relation of agency 
is created with the principal. This relationship goes 
beyond the designation of a mere sub-agent." 

Dollarhide, 3 C.A.3d at 1020. While the Dollarhide court was 

also concerned with potential abuse of a substitute designation 

of an agent, its concern with the conceptual difficulty dis-

cussed above, renders it distinguishable from an insertion of 

the description of later-acquired real property. The uncer

tainty associated with the insertion of such a description can 

-3-



be eliminated by using an authorization clause, as described in 

your article, that affects all later-acquired property. 

Two negative inferences from the Dollarhide opinion support 

this conclusion. First, the Court states: 

"Semantically speaking, filling in a blank may not consti
tute an alteration (emphasis in original) when it is done 
with consent and authority. Nevertheless, to include and 
describe property other than that which was authorized 
(emphasis added) is a material alteration. (citation)." 

rd. at 1021-22. Thus, the description of authorized property 

can be filled in when it is done with consent and authority. 

Second, as pointed out by Fred Clarke in his 11/22/82 memo, the 

Court states: 

"The donee of the power has no title to the property it
self but has authority to act for the donor in the dispo
sition of the property. Maggart, having no authority in 
writing, could not insert the name of the substitute 
attorney-in-fact nor a description of the property." 

rd. at 1022. Thus, if Maggar~ had authority in writing, he 

could insert the name of a substitute attorney-in-fact and a 

description of the property. The danger of negative implica-

tions is highlighted here since the Dollarhide Court, as dis-

cussed, would be likely to disallow the designation of a sub

stitute agent. Finally, it must be pointed out that these state-

ments are dicta. 

Dollarhide also held' that the power of attorney to convey real 

property failed because the instrument did not contain a de-

-4-
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scription of the land that was to be received in lieu of the 

base land that the principal had given to the United States 

(for the right to "in lieu" land). The United States never did 

give any land in lieu of the base land; it returned the base 

land to the heirs of the principal. Thus, even though the 

later-acquired land that was to be conveyed was easily identi-

fied, the Court still invalidated the power of attorney. While 

Cermak may think that this observation would support his con

clusion, another paragraph on page 1022 indicates that the 

Court decided as it did based on a finding of fact rather than 

on an iron-clad conclusion of law. The Court stated: 

"The argument here is that the alterations were immaterial 
since they only supplied what otherwise would have been 
supplied by intendment. (citation) We find no such intend
ment in the specific terms of the powers of attorney. 

Id. An authorization in the powers of attorney that includes 

all of the property of the principal should enable the courts 

to find such an intendment. 

A policy argument in favor of allowing the DPA to include pro-

perty that would be acquired after the instrument is executed 

can be analogized from the policy that allows wills to be ambu

latory. Since a DPA becomes effective only upon the incapacity 

of the principal, it resembles a will as in both cases the 

principal cannot be consulted as to what he or she wanted. Just 

as a non-ambulatory will'would force later-acquired property to 

-5-
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pass intestate, a non-ambulatory DPA would prevent later-ac-

quired property from being utilized for the benefit of the 

incapacitated principal. As long as the execution of a OPA is 

guarded by adequate safeguards, there does not seem to be any 

policy for holding that a OPA should be non-ambulatory. Even if 

a OPA has fewer safeguards than a will, if a OPA's safeguards 

against forgery are sufficient, it should be allowed to be 

ambulatory where there is specific authorization to that ef-

fect. I need not comment on the sense of preventing a principal 

from utilizing a OPA to take care of the principal during his 

incapacity and in planning the principal's estate where it 

serves no sound policy. 

CONCLUSION 

Where the problem of uncertainty is eliminated by concise draft-

ing of a OPA, the rationale of Jay v. Dollarhide, supra, poses 

no obstacle to the insertion of the description of later

acquired property by the agent in a properly authorized OPA. 

-6-
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TO: 
FROM: 
RE~ 
DATE: 

( 

M E M 0 RAN DUM 

Frank Collin :1 /1 L·· 
Fred Clarke ~t~ 
Article on Durable Powers of Attorney 
November 23, 1$82 

ISSUE 

Whether a durable power of attorney which authorizes 

the agent to deal with real property must describe the real 

property. 

ANSWER 

Yes, except if the instrument authorizes the agent to fill 

in the description of the real estate. 

ANALYSIS: 

Jay v. Dollarhide (1970) 3 Cal.App. 3d 1001, 1020, 84 Cal. 

Rptr. 538 held that a power of attorney to convey real property 

was ineffective because the instrument failed to contain a 

description of the land. The court also held that an attempt by 

the attorney-in-fact who was not so authorized to fill in the 

description of the land rendered the instrument void as a 

material alteration of the instrument. No subsequent California 

case has apparently even cited this holding. 

The court cited only two old cases as authority' for 

this proposition: Stafford v. Lick, 13 Cal. 240, 242 and 

Honore v. Lemm, 181 Cal. 420, 422, 184 P.664. Honore v. Lemm 

was not exactly on point. It held that a receipt would be 

insufficient to establish a contract for the purchase and 

sale of land where the description of the land was inserted 

in the receipt after vendor had signed it and during his 



.' " ~bsence. While St __ .ord v. Lick is not in ou . . ibrary (since it 

was published before Pacific Reporter began), I would guess that 

it too provides oblique support for the Dollarhide holding. 

The court in Dollarhide relied mainly on the well-esta

blished principle that an authority to convey real estate must 

itself be in writing. Civil Code 1624(4). Since powers of 

attorney are strictly construed and an authority is never 

extended beyond that which is directly given or necessary and 

proper to carry the authority into full effect, it would be 

incongruous to allow a personal agent who is ~ specifically 

authorized to simply fill in a description of the real property 

"willy-nilly". Jay v. Dollarhide, 3 Cal. App. 3d at 1021. 

This reasoning supports the suggestion of Mr. Palmer 

in his November 18, 1982 letter to you that a durable power 

of attorney should contain a specific provision authorizing 

the agent to insert a description of any real property referred 

to in the power. In fact, Dollarhide implies this in the 

following language: 

The donee of the power has no title to the property 
itself but has authority to act for the donor in the 
disposition of the property. Maggart, having no authority 
in writing, could not insert the name of the substitute 
attorney-in-fact nor a description of the property. 

Id. at 1022. 

Thus, the court points to a device that would allow an 

attorney-in-fact under a durable power of attorney to perform 

his duties and obligation to the donor, including conveying 

interests in the donor's real property, with great flexibility. 

The agent could be authorized in the instrument to insert 

the descriptions of the real property referred to in the 

power. 



Memo 85-8 Study L-500 

EXHIBIT 14 

968/859 

Civil Code § 2434 (amended). Priority of attorney in fact to make 
health care decisions 

SEC. Section 2434 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

2434. (a) Unless the durable power of attorney provides otherwise, 

the attorney in fact designated in a durable power of attorney for 

health care who is known to the health care provider to be available and 

willing to make health care decisions has priority over any other person 

to act for the principal in all matters of health care decisions, but 

the attorney in fact does not have authority to make a particular health 

care decision if the principal is able to give informed consent with 

respect to that decision. 

(b) Subject to any limitations in the durable power of attorney, 

the attorney in fact designated in a durable power of attorney for 

health care may make health care decisions for the principal, before or 

after the death of the principal, to the same extent as the principal 

could make health care decisions for himself or herself if the principal 

had the capacity to do so, including~ (1) making a disposition under the 

Uniform Anatomical Gift Act, Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 7150.5) 

of Part 1 of Division 7 of the Health and Safety Code, (2) authorizing 

an autopsy under Section 7113 of the Health and Safety Code, and (3) 

directing the disposition of remains under Section 7100 of the Health 

and Safety Code. In exercising the authority under the durable power of 

attorney for health care, the attorney in fact has a duty to act consistent 

with the desires of the principal as expressed in the durable power of 

attorney or otherwise made known to the attorney in fact at any time or, 

if the principal's desires are unknown, to act in the best interests of 

the principal. 

(c) Nothing in this article affects any right the person designated 

as attorney in fact may have, apart from the durable power of attorney 

for health care, to make or participate in the making of health care 

decisions on behalf of the principal. 

(d) Notwithstanding subdivision (a) and (b) , ~ person designated in 

the principal's will to direct the disposition of the principal's 

remains has priority ~ the attorney in fact in directing the disposi-
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tion of the principal's remains; but neither the attorney in fact !!£!. 

any other person is subject to criminal prosecution, civil liability, £! 

professional disciplinary action for disposition of remains under ~ 

authority £!. the durable power £!. attorney if the person acts in good 

faith under the authority £!. ~ durable power of attorney without 

actual knowledge that !. person other than the attorney in fact has 

priori ty for disposition £!. remains under the principal' B will. 

Comment. Subdivision (d) is added to Section 2434 to make clear 
that a person designated in the principal's will to make disposition of 
the principal's remains has priority for disposition of the prinCipal's 
remains. The rule set out in subdivision (d) applies wnether the will 
is executed before or after the durable power of attorney. However, if 
the attorney in fact acts to dispose of the principal's remains without 
actual knowledge that another person has priority to act under the 
prinCipal's will, both the attorney in fact and any other person acting 
in good faith reliance upon the authority of the attorney in fact are 
protected from liability. Neither the attorney in fact nor any other 
person has a duty to investigate to determine wnether another person has 
priority under the principal's will. A provision in the principal's 
will concerning, for example, the manner of disposition of the principal's 
remains is an expreSSion of the principal's desires and governs the 
actions of the attorney in fact in disposing of the remains unless 
inconsistent with the desires of the prinCipal expressed after the will 
was executed. 
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TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION 

Tela ting .!2. 

DURABLE POWERS OF ATTORNEY 

During recent years, four aeparate statutes relating to durable 

powers of attorney have been enacted upon recommendation of the Law 

Revision Commission. 1 The Commission has reviewed these statutes and 

the communications it has received concerning them. As a result of this 

review, the Commission recommends that a number of revisions, primarily 

technical or clarifying, be made in the statutes. These revisions are 

described below. 2 

Providing health care where principal objects 

The durable power of attorney for health care statute includes a 

prOVision that nothing in the statute authorizes an attorney in fact to 

consent to the providing of health care if the patient objects to the 

health care. 3 This provision, for example, prevents the attorney in 

1. The four statutes are: 
(1) Uniform Durable Power of Attorney Act (1981 Cal. Stats. 

ch. 511, adding Civil Code §§ 2400-2407 and 2410-2423, and 1984 
Cal. Stats. ch. 312 §§ 1-3, amending Civil Code §§ 2410, 2416, and 
2421). See Recommendation Relating.!2. Uniform Durable Power of 
Attorney Act, 15 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 351 (1980). For 
additional legislative history, see 16 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n 
Reports 25, 43-46 (1982). 

(2) Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care (1983 Cal. 
Stats. ch. 1204, adding Civil Code §§ 2430-2443 and 1984 Cal. 
Stats. ch. 312 §§ 4-7, amending Civil Code §§ 2433, 2434, and 2437 
and adding Civil Code § 2432.5. See Recommendation Relating to 
Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care Decisions, 17 Cal. L. 
Revision Comm'n Reports 101 (1984). For additional legislative 
history, see 17 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 822, 889-95 (1984). 

(3) Keene Health Care Agent Act--Statutory Form Durable Power 
of Attorney for Health Care (1984 Cal. Stats. ch. 312, adding Civil 
Code §§ 2500-2508). See Recommendation Relating to Statutory Forms 
for Durable Power of Attorney, 17 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 
701 (1984). 

(4) Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney (1984 Cal. Stats. 
ch. 602, adding Civil Code §§ 2450-2473). See Recommendation 
Relating to Statutory Forms for Durable Power of Attorney, 17 Cal. 
L. Revision Comm'n Reports 701 (1984). 

2. In addition to the revisions described in the text, other technical 
and clarifying revisions are recommended. These are noted in the 
Comments that follow the text of the recommended statutory provisions. 

3. Civil Code § 2440. 
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fact from giving consent to health care necessary to keep an incompetent 

patient alive if the patient objects at the time, even Where providing 

the health care is consistent with the patient's desires before the 
4 patient became incompetent. The Commission recommends that this provi-

sion be deleted from the statute. Whether the attorney in fact can 

consent to the providing of health care would then depend on Whether the 

providing of the health care is consistent with the desires of the 

principal or, if the desires are not known, Whether the providing of the 

health care is in the best interests of the principal. S The deletion 

would not deprive the principal of the power to revoke the durable power 

of attorney if the principal has the capacity to do so.6 Nor would the 

deletion affect the existing provision that the durable power of attorney 

for health care does not authorize the attorney in fact to consent to 

the wi thholding ~ wi thd rawal of health care necessary to keep the 

principal alive if the principal objects to the withholding or withdrawal 

of the health care. 7 

Proof of identity of principal by "convincing evidence" 

The new Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney and the new Statutory 

Form Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care require that the document 
8 be signed by two adult witnesses. The declaration under penalty of 

4. The attorney in fact Who is available and willing to make health 
care decisions has priority over other persons to act for the prin
cipal in all matters of health care decisions. Civil Code § 2434(a). 
But the durable power of attorney for health care statute does not 
affect any right the person designated as attorney in fact may 
have, apart from the durable power of attorney for health.care, to 
make or participate in the making of health care decisions on 
behalf of the principal. Civil Code § 2434(c). 

5. See Civil Code § 2434 ("In exercising the authority under the 
durable power of attorney for health care, the attorney in fact has 
a duty to act consistent with the desires of the principal as 
expressed in the durable power of attorney or otherwise made known 
to the attorney in fact at any time or, if the principal's desires 
are unknown, to act in the best interests of the principal. "). 

6. See Civil Code § 2437. 

7. Civil Code § 2440. 

8. Civil Code §§ 2452 (Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney), 2502 
(Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care). 
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perjury that each witness must sign includes a declaration that the 

person who signed or acknowledged the document "is personally known to 

me (or proved to me on the basis of convincing evidence) to be the 

principal. ,,9 The statute does not define what constitutes "convincing 

eVidence" for the.purposes of this declaration, and the meaning of those 

words is unclear. 

The Commission recommends that a statutory definition of "convincing 

evidence" be provided and that the instructions in the forms tell the 

witness what constitutes "convincing evidence." The recommended legis

lation requires both of the following in order that the identity of the 

principal be proved to the witness on the basis of "convincing evidence": 

(a) The witness must not be aware of any information, evidence, or 

other circumstances that would lead the witness, as a reasonable person, 

to believe that the person signing or acknowledging the document as 

prinCipal is not the individual he or she claims to be. 

(b) The witness must be presented with and reasonably rely on any 

one or more of the following: 

(1) An identification card or driver's license issued by the 

California Department of Motor Vehicles that is current or has been 

issned within five years. 

(2) A passport issued by the Department of State of the United 

States that is current or has been issued within five years. 

(3) Any of the following documents if the document is current or 

has been issued within five years and contains a photograph and descrip

tion of the person named on it, is signed by the person, and bears a 

serial or other identifying number: 

(i) A passport issued by a foreign government that has been stamped 

by the United States Immigration and Naturaliza tion Service. 

(ii) A driver's license issued by a state other than California or 

by a Canadian or Mexican public agency authorized to issue drivers' 

licenses. 

(iii) An identification card issued by a state other than California. 

(iv) An identification card issued by any branch of the armed 

forces of the United States. 

9. See the Statement of Witnesses in Civil Code Sections 2450 and 
2500. 
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Voting of corporate shares 

The California Uniform Durable Power of Attorney ActIO contains 

language not found in the official version of the Uniform Act: 

For the purposes of this article, a durable power of attorney does 
not include a proxy given by a person to another person with respect 
to the exercise of voting rights that is governed by another statute 
o f Cal ito rnia • 

This language may create a problem by suggesting that one cannot 

give a dursble power to vote corporate shares, thus requiring a cumbersome 

and expensive conservatorship for that purpose.1 1 The Commission recom

mends that the statute be revised to make clear that a prinCipal may 

give an attorney in fact the power to vote the principal's shares either 
12 in person or by giving a proxy to a t~rd person. The proxies themselves 

would continue to be governed by the Corporations Code, not the durable 
13 power of attorney statute. This clarification would be consistent 

with the new statutory short form power of attorney which permits the 

attorney in fact to vote corporate shares "in person or by the granting 

of a proxy.,,14 

10. Civil Code § 2400(a) (last sentence). 

11. See letter from Louis Naiditch, Los Angeles lawyer, dated August 
27, 1984, to California Law Revision Commission (on file in office 
of Commission). 

12. The proposed legislation adds to Section 702 of the Corporations 
Code the following new subdivision: 

(e) If authorized to vote the shares by the power of 
attorney by which the attorney in fact was appointed, shares 
held by or under the control of an attorney in fact may be 
voted and the corporation may treat all rights incident thereto 
as exerCisable by the attorney in fact, in person or by proxy, 
without the transfer of the shares into the name of the attorney 
in fact. 

13. The proposed legislation adds the following new section to the 
Civil Code: 

2400.5. Where a durable power of attorney gives an 
attorney in fact the power to exercise voting rights, a proxy 
given by the attorney in fact to another to exercise the 
voting rights is subject to all the provisions of law applicable 
to such proxy and is not a durable power of attorney subject 
to this article. 

14. Civil Code § 2462(a)(5)(H), enacted by 1984 Cal. Stats. ch. 602. 
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Printed forms distributed for use by person without lawyer 

The new Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care 

requires that a "warning" (using the exact language contained in the 

statute) be included in any printed form sold "or otherwise distributed" 

for use by a person who does not have the advice of legal counsel. 15 

Other existing earlier enacted provisions require a similar warning only 

in forms "sold" for use by persons without a lawyer. 16 These provisions 

should be expanded to apply not only where the form is sold but also 

where it is "otherwise distributed" for use by a person without a lawyer. 

Requiring the warning in these forms, whether sold or "otherwise distribu

ted," will provide some assurance that a person who uses one of the 

forms will be aware of the important facts contained in the warning 

before he or she execute the document. 

Other conforming revisions 

Other conforming revisions are recommended to make the various 

prOVisions governing durable powers of attorney consistent with one 

another. These changes include: 

(1) Conforming the language of the lawyer's certificate in Section 

2432 to the language prescribed for the lawyer's certificate under Civil 

Code Sections 2421, 2433(c)(2), 2451, and 2501. 

(2) Conforming the requirements for the size of type required for 

the warning in a form by Civil Code Sections 2400 and 2433 to the size 

of type requirements stated in Civil Code Sections 2451(a) , 2501(a), and 

2503(c) • 

(3) Making the warning required by Civil Code Section 2433 consistent 

with the warning required by Civil Code Section 2500. 

Use of existing printed forms 

Although the proposed legislation recommended by the Commission 

will make changes in the form for the Statutory Short Form Power of 
17 Attorney and the Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney for Health 

15. Civil Code § 2503. See also Civil Code § 2451 (absent a certificate 
signed by the principal's lawyer, a Statutory Short Form Power of 
Attorney, to be valid, must include the warning contained in Section 
2450) • 

16. Civil Code §§ 2400(b) (printed form of a durable power of attorney), 
2433(a) (introductory clause) (printed form of a durable power of 
attorney for health care). 

17. Civil Code § 2450. 
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18 
Care, the changes are made in the warning or informational portions of 

the form and not in the text of the durable power of attorney itself. 

For this reason, the recommended legislation incl~des provisions that 

permit use of a form that complies with present law after the proposed 

legislation goes into effect. In addition, the proposed legislation 

includes a provision that makes clear that the validity of a power of 

attorney executed before the proposed legislation goes into effect ia 

not affected by the enactment of the proposed legislation. 

Recommended Legislation 

The Commission's recommendations would be effectuated by enactment 

of the following measure: 

An act to amend Sections 2400, 2432, 2432.5, 2433, 2440, 2450, 

2451, and 2500 of, to add Sections 2400.5, 2457, and 2503.5 to, and to 

add Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 2510) to Title 9 of Part 4 of 

Division 3 of, the Civil Code, and to amend Section 702 of the Corporations 

Code, relating to powers of attorney. 

The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 

18. Civil Code § 2500. 
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Civil Code § 2400 (amended). Durable power of attorney 

SECTION 1. Section 2400 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

2400. ~aT A durable power of attorney is a power of attorney by 

which a principal designates another his or her attorney in fact in 

writing and the writing contains the words "This power of attorney shall 

not be affected by subsequent incapacity of the principal," or "This 

power of attorney shall become effective upon the incapacity of the 

principal," or similar words showing the intent of the principal that 

the authority conferred shall be exercisable notwithstanding the princi

pal's subsequent incapacity. 'F .. P -the 1"''''P'' .. e" .. f. -thH .. prioM.e,;, .. 

• ht!'allle 1'ewe!!' .. E .. H-fteY .J. .. e" ~e-t 4. .. oM. .... e .. 1'P-,. 1':i."' .... "'" .. "e

b .. ", .. 'tftei!o 1'--'" .. i.'tlo! 1!'e"1'ee~ -t .. -the __ e!,_ eE ..... ri .. ~ 1!'~~e -the-t 

H !:_...... lI,. .... ,. e'tlo!_ 'I!'!!HMe eE ea~!!'!IH. 

-flIT It. 1'!!'H~ .fM'll! .. E .. .J. .. pel>le 1"!tweP .. E .. He!!'fte,' 'I!"W 4... -tM .. 

e~e .flO!!' _ lI,. a 1'--" whe .J. .. "" fI"'!! fto'l¥e -the ..... i.ee ef. ~e~a" e ...... "M 

e~ u~ .... e -the .f .. H_~ fI .. riee 4. .. -Ief1!M .. '!! -I> .. W .feee -t,."",," 

lfIH:e 4.l!! .... '!I.mj!>eP'!!eM ~e~a" 1!I .. e...,eMT ~'I! epea'l!"" .. .J. .. _J>,I,e 1'''wep 

.. '.Ii .. Uer .. ..,. 1!eE&re e!lfee .. ri~ -thH .J. .. """,e .. '\!';' ,. .... l!!he.." .. k_ .. -the .. e 

~JIt1'4HeM .fae~_ 

~ 'AH: .. .J. .. _eM ....,. PP81I'He -the "eP&- ,... .. .J.ee~ .. a'l!e .. e ,. .... r 

.. Ue!'tl.., 4.", '.Ii~ ri'!!h -I>pe .... 1"!t1rera -te .J.~!!tp&&eT 'l!M~ ee .. 'V'e"T .. M 

e",e-'>ep ,. .. _ 1!'eM ...... 1'e~ .. "" 1'pe""HYT 

Jl:T 'l!h_e~" ri"" e!lfi.e'l! .f .. P .. '" 4. .... eEH~'!!e "ep~"" ef. -time 

.. ~ ,,_ ~Hti:'I! -theH .J. .. pa-t"'_ 4. .. -tflie .J.e"""' .... 'I!T '!!heee 1"!twer" riH 

eee:'l!Htte ." eriM fI,,-tw!,-th"'I!_.t!,ft~ ,. .... P 'I! .. I>_q .. eft~ .J.*_M"~-t}" .. P 4."_p"e~'I!}"T 

~T ¥_ h8¥e -tfle 1!'~~M! -te 1!'_eite er -te!'llli.ft4'1!e -tMe .J. .. ral>i:e 1"!t .. ep 

e'.li .. ~ey .. -t .. ft}" -t*meT 

~eT Ne'I!ft"'ft~ U 'l!ltl>.t"""i.eie.. ~lIT 4."_""e'l!ee .... ,. -t1!' ........ e-tie.. ... .. 

wft'!l.eh .. -tfIH" 1'--" 1!'e,,~ ... '" !:...... .fa~h .. p.... -tfle .... 'tlo!"r~-t,. epea~ 

I>y -the .J. .. raJ>,l,e p .... ep eE .. -t-t .. Pfte}"T 

Comment. Section 2400 is amended to delete the last sentence of 
subdivision (a) and all of subdivisions (b) and (c). The last sentence 
of subdivision (a) is superseded by Section 2400.5. See also Corp. Code 
§ 702(e). Subdivisions (b) and (c) are superseded by Section 2510. 
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Civil Code § 

SEC. 2. 

2400.5. 

§ 2400.5 
999/549 

2400.5 (added). Proxy given by attorney in fact 

Section 2400.5 is added to the Civil Code, to read: 

Where a durable power of attorney gives an attorney in 

fact the power to exercise voting rights, a proxy given by the attorney 

in fact to another to exercise the voting rights is subject to all the 

provisions of law applicable to such proxy and is not a durable power of 

attorney subject to this article. 

Comment. Section 2400.5 supersedes language formerly found in 
subdivision (a) of Section 2400. This revision is clarifying and more 
accurately states the original intent of the superseded language. See 
also Corp. Code § 702(e). 

For the rules applicable to proxy voting in business corporations, 
see Corp. Code Section 705. For other statutes dealing with proxies, 
see Corp. Code §§ 178, 702, 5069, 5613, 7613, 9417, 12405, 13242; Fin. 
Code §§ 7654, 7655, 9251, 9253, 9309. 

09936 

Civil Code § 2432 (technical amendment). Requirements for durable power 
of attorney for health care 

SEC. 3. Section 2432 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

2432. (a) An attorney in fact under a durable power of attorney 

may not make health care decisions unless ~&~ft all of the following 

requirements are satisfied: 

(1) The durable power of attorney specifically authorizes the 

attorney in fact to make health care decisions. 

(2) The durable power of attorney contains the date of its execution 

ItH. 

(3) The durable power of attorney is wi tnesaed by one of the follow

ing methods: 

(A) <Ie The durable power £!. attorney .!! signed by at least two 

,~ftS witnesses each of whom witnessed either the signing of the 

instrument by the principal or the principal's acknowledgment of the 

signature or of the instrument, each witness making the following declara

tion in substance: "I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws 

of California that the ~He!:,e~ person who signed .£!. acknowledged this 

document is personally known to me ~ be the principal, that the princi

pal signed or acknowledged this durable power of attorney in my preaence, 

that the principal appears to be of sound mind and under no duresa, 

fraud, or undue influence, that I am not the person appointed as attorney 

-8-
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in fact by this document, and that I am not a health care provider, an 

employee of a health care provider, the operator of a community care 

facility, nor an employee of an operator of a community care facility." 

~ft ~~ft; ~he ~ee~e~ft~ e~ e~ At least one of the witnesses must 

~..ee ~ have signed the follnwing declaration: "1 further declare 

under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that! am not 

related to the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption, and~ to the 

best of my knowledge~ I am not entitled to any part of the estate of the 

principal upon the death of the principal under a will now existing or 

by operation of law." 

(B) Be The durable power of attorney is acknowledged before a 

notary public at any place within this state, the notary public certifying 

to the substance of the follOwing: 

State of California ) 

county of ____ _ ) SS. 

On this ___ day of ___ in the year ___ , before me, 
_____________________ , personally appeared 

(hepe ~ftSe~ Insert name of notary public) 

_______________ , personally known to me (or proved to me 

(Insert ~ of principal) 

on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person Whose name is 

subscribed to this instrument, and acknowledged that he or she executed 

it. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person Whose name is 

subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no 

duress, fraud, or undue influence. 

NOTARY SEAL 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(b) Except ~ provided in Section 2432.5: 

J!l Neither the treating health care provider nor an employee of 

the treating health care prOVider, nor an operator of a community care 

facility nor an employee of an operator of a community care facility, 

may be designated as the attorney in fact to make health care decisions 

under a durable power of attorney. 

(2) A health care provider or employee of a health care provider 

may not act as an a~torney in fact to make health care decisions if the 

health care provider becomes the principal's treating health care provider. 
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(c) A conservator may not be designated as the attorney in fact to 

make health care decisions under a durable power of attorney for health 

care executed by a person Who is a conservatee under the Lanterman

Petris-Short Act, Part 1 (commencing with Section 5000) of Division 5 of 

the Welfare and Institutions Code, unless (1) the power of attorney is 

otherwise valid, (2) the conservatee is represented by legal counsel, 

and (3) the lawyer representing the conservatee signs a certificate 

stating in substance: "I ~ .!! lawyer authorized .!£. practice law in the 

state Where ~ power of attorney ~ executed, and the principal ~ 

~ client at the time this power of attorney ~ executed. I have 

advised my client concerning his or her rights in connection with this 

_~"'M' power of attorney and the applicable law and the consequences of 

signing or not signing this e~ra~~ power of attorney~ and my client, 

after being so advised, has executed this e~r .. ~j,e power of attorney." 

(a) : 

(d) None of the following may be used as a witness under subdivision 

(1) A health care provider. 

(2) An employee of a health care provider. 

(3) The attorney in fact. 

(4) The operator of a community care facility. 

(5) An employee of an operator of a community care facility. 

(e) At least one of the persons used as a witness under subdivision 

(a) shall be a person Who is not one of the fOllowing: 

(1) A relative of the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption. 

(2) A person Who wonld be entitled to any portion of the estate of 

the principal upon his or her death under any will or codicil thereto of 

the principal existing at the time of execution of the durable power of 

attorney or by operation of law then existing. 

(f) A durable power of attorney for health care is not effective if 

the principal is a patient in a skilled nursing facility as defined in 

subdivision (c) of Section 1250 of the Health and Safety Code at the 

time of its execution unless one of the witnesses is a patient advocate 

or ombudsman as may be designated by the State Department of Aging for 

this purpose pursuant to any other applicable prOVision of law. The 

patient advocate or ombudsman shall include in the declaration required 

by subdivision (a)~i+f~ a declaration that he or she is serving as a 

witness as reqUired by this subdivision. It is the intent of this 

subdivision to recognize that some patients in skilled nursing facilities 
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§ 2432.5 

are insulated from a voluntary deciaionmaking role, by virtue of the 

custodial nature of their care, so as to require special assurance that 

they are capable of willfully and voluntarily executing a durable power 

of attorney for health care. 

Comment. Subdivision (c) of Section 2432 is amended to conform the 
certificate to the langusge used for the attorney's certificate in 
Sections 2421, 2433(c) (2), 2451, and 2501. The remaining revisions of 
Section 2432 are technical or clarifying. 

09943 

Civil Code § 2432.5 (technical amendment). Relative of principal may 
be attorney in fact even though employed by health care provider or 
community care facility 

SEC. 4. Section 2432.5 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

2432.5. !ill td tl\!lteM!:tt~ '8ItHh idllft ~1tT e~ 6e~i_ -24~ eft An 

employee of the treating health care provider or an employee of an 

operator of a community care facility may be designated as the attorney 

in fact to make health care decisions under a durable power of attorney 

if (a) the employee so designated is a relative of the principal by 

blood, marriage, or adoption, and (b) the other requirements of this 

article are satisfied. 

Comment. Section 2432.5 is amended to delete language that is 
unnecessary in view of the amendment to subdivision (b) of Section 2432. 

101/177 

Civil Code § 2433 (amended). Requirements for printed form; certificate 
of attorney in lieu of warning statements 

SEC. 5. Section 2433 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

2433. (a) A printed form of a durable power of attorney for health 

care that is sold.£! otherwise distributed in this state for use by a 

person Who does not have the advice of legal counsel shall provide no 

other authority than the authority to make health care decisions on 

behalf of the principal and shall -iftd..ee -ll\e .feHewift!!: ft&tiee offt 

contain, in not less than 1G-point boldface type or !!. reasonable equiva

~ thereof, the following warning statement: 

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT 

This is an imwrtant legal document. ~t e!!e&te& e e"!!Il~e ?llWe!! 

e.f e+te!!!ley .fer l\~ ee!!eT Before executing this document, you should 

know these important facts: 
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This document gin's the person you designate a~ your attorn~y in 
faet tiap PO-,VPT to mak(" lll'alth care decisions for :'011. slIbj("ct to any 
lilnitaliolls or slateJH(~nt of vour desires that VOlI include in this 
docunwnl. The power to m~ke health care decisions for you may 
include (,OllSellt, refusal of consent. or withdrawal of cOllSent to an" 
carf', trealnwnl. sl~rvi('e, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat 
a physical or melltal condition. )ou may state in this document any 
tytles of tr('atment or placements that you do not desire. 

The persoOl you desi)::nate in this document has a duty to act 
consistent \\.'ith your de."-iires as stated in this document or othen'\:1se 
madp kllown OT, if you!' d('sires are nukHowIl, to act in your ~~t 
i III f' H'st s. 

E,(~>"t as you oth"rwis~ specify in this document. the power of the 
person yon designa~e to lnake heah h c~rc decisions for )'('11.) may 
inellld(' ,he power to consellt to your doctor not Gi\'in~ treatment or 
stopping treatment which wO\lld kcpp '!OU alive. 

Unless ymi specify a shorter period in tl,is document, this power 
will exi,t for s<,ven years from the date you execllt,> t his document 
and, if you are unable to make h"slth ~are d"cisions for yourself at 
the time when thi' ,,>ven·year period ends, this power will l"Ontinue 
to ",.ist until th" time whe" you become able to make health care 
deeisiollS for your,elf. 

r\ol \1., it hstallding t his document, you have the right to make 
medical and other h"alth care cieci.siom for yoursdf 50 10llg as you 
can give informed consent with resp~et to the particu),H decision. In 
addition. 110 tr.::-atnwtit may be ~i\'eJ1 to YOIl ov{'r your objPctioJl, and 
health cart' necessury t<J kP"P you aiive ma), not be stopped if you 
object. 

You hu'"" the rh~ht tn revoke the "ppointment of the person 
designated in t t,is document by notifying that jlPlson of the 
rt"vocalion orally or in writing;. 

You 11""" the right to r~\"oke the m·tbority granted to the person 
de.'i~nato>d in this docum""t to make health care decisions for you 
hy notifying the trealing physician. hospital, or other health care 
provider "mlly or in writing. 

Th" jlerson desi)::nated in this document to make health care 
clccis;""s for YOtl has the right to examine your medical records and 
to consent to their disclosure unless you limit this right in this 
document. < 
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§ 2433 

This document gives the person you designate .!! your agent (the 

attorney in fact) the power ~ make health ~ decisions for you. Your 

agent must .!.S!. consistently ~ your desires as stated in this document 

or otherwise made known. 

Except .!! you otherwise specify in this document, this document 

gives your agent the power to consent to your doctor ~ giving treatment 

.2!. stopping treatment necessary ~ keep you alive. 

Notwithstanding this document, you have the right .!£ make medical 

and other heal th ~ decisions for yourself .!!!. long .!.!!. you .s!!!. give 

informed consent with respect ~ the particular decision. .!.!!. addition, 

health ~ necessary ~ keep you alive may ~ be stopped.£!. withheld 

if you object at the time • 

. .'!!!.!!. document gives your agent authority ~ consent, to refuse ~ 

consent, .£!. to withdraw consent ~ any care, treatment, service, .£!. 

procedure to maintain, diagnose, .£!. treat ~ physical or mental condition. 

This power .!! sub i ect to any s ta ternent of your desires and any limi ta tions 

that you include in this document. You may state in this document any 

types .£!. treatment that ~ do not desire. In addition, ~ court .£!!!. 

take away the power of your agent to make health ~ decisions for you 

if your agent (l) authorizes anything ~.!! illegal, (2) acts contrary 

to your known desires, .£!. (3) where your desires ~ not known, does 

anything ~ is clearly contrary to your best interests. 

Unless you specify ~ shorter period in ~ document, this power 

will exist i£!. seven years from the date you execute this document and, 

if you ~ unable ~ make health care decisions for yourself at ~ time 

when this seven-year period ends, this power will continue to exist 

until the time ~ you become able ~ make heal th ~ decisions for 

yourself. 

~ have the right ~ revoke the authority of your agent ~ 

notifying your agent .£!. your treating doctor, hospital, or other health 

~ provider orally.£!. in writing E! the revocation. 

~ agent has the right to examine your medical records and to 

consent ~ their disclosure unless you limit this right in this document. 

Unless you otherwise specify in this document, this document gives 

your agent the power after you die to ill authorize ~ autopsy, (2) 

donate your body or. parts thereof for transplant or therapeutic or 
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§ 2433 

educational or scientific pUrposes, and (3) direct the disposition of 

your remains. 

If there is anything in this document that you do not understand, 

you should ask a lawyer to explsin it to you. 

(b) The printed form described in subdivision (a) shall also include 

the following notice: "This power of attorney will not be valid for 

making health care decisions unless it is either (1) signed by two 

qualified adult witnesses who are personally known to you and who are 

present when you sign or acknowledge your signature or (2) aCknowledged 

before a notary public in California. 

(c) A durable power of attorney prepared in this state that permits 

the attorney in fact to make health care decisions and that is not a 

printed form shall include one of the following: 

(1) The substance of the statements provided for in subdivision (a) 

in capital letters. 

(2) A certificate signed by the principal's lawyer stating: "I am 

a lawyer authorized to practice law in the state where this power of 

attorney was executed. and the principal was my client at the time this 

power of attorney was executed. I.have advised my client concerning his 

or her rights in connection with this power of attorney and the applica

ble law and the consequences of Signing or not signing this power of 

attorney. and my client, after being so advised, has executed this power 

of attorney." 

(d) If a durable power of attorney includes the certificate provided 

for in paragraph (2) of subdivision (c) and permits the attorney in fact 

to make health care decisions for the prinCipal, the applicable law of 

which the client is to be advised by the lawyer signing the certificate 

includes, but is not limited to, the matters listed in subdivision (a). 

Comment. The introductory clause of subdivision (a) of Section 
2433 is extended to apply to any printed form that is "otherwise distribu
ted" in this state and the requirement that the statement be in 10-point 
boldface type is made more flexible by providing that the statement be 
"in not less than lo-point boldface type or a reasonable equivalent 
thereof." These revisions conform Section 2433 to Section 2451 (a) 
(Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney), Sections 2501(a) and 2503(c) 
(Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care), and Section 
2510(b) (introductory clause). 

A new warning statement is substituted for the one formerly provided 
by subdivision (a). The new warning statement is drawn from the warning 
statement prescribed in Section 2500 (Statutory Form Durable Power of 
Attorney for Health Care). See the Comment to that section. 

-14-
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f 2440 
12341 

Civil Code § 2440 (amended). Effect of principal objecting to not 
providing health care 

SEC. 6. Section 2440 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

2440. Nothing in this article authorizes an attorney in fact ~e 

~eeee~ .e fte~~ft ea~eT e~ to consent to the withholding or withdrawal 

of health care necessary to keep the principal aliveT if the principal 

objects ~e ~he ftea~ e&Pe ep to the withholding or withdrawal of the 

health care. In such a case, the case is governed by the law that would 

apply if there were no durable power of attorney for health care. 

Comment. Section 2440 is amended to delete the provision that 
nothing in the article authorizes an attorney in fact to consent to the 
providing of health care if the patient objects to the health care. 
Whether an attorney in fact can consent to the providing of health care 
depends on Whether the providing of the health care is consistent with 
the desires of the principal as expressed in the power of attorney or 
otherwise made known or, if not known, Whether the providing of the 
health care is in the best interests of the principal. See Section 
2434(b). Accordingly, for example, the objection of an incompetent 
patient to the providing of health care necessary to keep the patient 
alive would not preclude the providing of the health care if that would 
be consistent with the desires of the principal as expressed in the 
power of attorney. However, the principal can revoke the authority to 
provide the health care under the power of attorney if the principal has 
the capacity to do so. See Section 2434(a), (c). 

09730 

Civil Code § 2450 (amended). Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney 

SEC. 7. Section 2450 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

2450. The use of the following form in the creation of a power of 
attorney is lawful. and when used, the power of attorney shall be 
construed in accordance with the provisions of this chapter and, if 
the power of attorney is a d"",bk power of attorney, sh:.i! be subject 
to the provisions of Article 3 (commencing with Section 24(0) of 
Chapter 2: 
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S1;ATUTORY SIIORT FORM POWER OF ATTORNEY 
(California Civil Code Section 2450) 

§ 2450 

WARNI~G. UNLESS YOU LIMIT THE POWER IN THIS 
DOCUMENT, THIS DOCU\1ENT GIVES YOUR AGENT THE . 
POWER TO ACT FOR YOU IN ANY \VA)' YOU COULD ACf FOR 
YOURSELF. FOR EXAMPLE, YOUR AGE:'I:T CAN: 
--BUY, SELL, A:'oID l\IANAGE REAL AND PERS01llAL 
PROPERn- FOR YOU. THIS :'.IEANS THAT YOUR _\GENT CAN 
SELL YOUR HOME, YOUR SECURITIES, AND YOUR .OTHER 
PROPERTY. 
--DEPOSIT AND WITHDRAW MONEY FROM YOUR 
CHECKI:'oIG AND SA VI!'I:GS ACCOUNTS. 
--BORROW \IO;-;EY USING YOUR PROPERTY AS SECURITY 
FOR THE LOAN. 
---PUT THI~;GS IN AND TAKE THINGS OUT OF YOUR SAFETY 
DEPOSlT BOX. 
---OPEHATE YOUR BUSINESS FOR YOU. 
---PHE? ARE A:,D FILE TAX RETUR:'I:S FOR YOU AND ACT FOR 
YOU IN TAX MATTERS. 
---ESTABLISH TRUSTS FOR YOU AND TAKE OTHER ACfIONS 
FOR YOU IN CO"NECTION WITH PROB".TE AND ESTATE 
PLAN'\'ING \IATTERS. 
--PROVIDE FOR THE SUPPORT AtliD WELFARE OF YOUR 
SPOUSE, CHILDREN, AND DEPENDE:";lS. 
---CONTINCE PAYMENTS TO THE CHURCH AND OTHER 
ORGANIZATIONS OF WHICH YOll ARE A MBlBER AND 
MAKE GIFTS TO YOUR SPOUSE, DESCENDA!'I:TS, AND 
CHARITIES. 

THIS DOCU\!E!\'T DOES NOT AUTHORIZE YOUR AGENT 
TO MAKE MEDICAL AND OTHER HE:\LTH CARE DECISIONS 
FOR YOU. YOU CAN DESIGI\'ATE AI\' AGE"'T TO \IAKE 
HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU ONLY BY A SEPARATE 
DOClI\lE:-''T. 

IT MAY BE IN YOUR BF..ST INTEREST TO CONSULT \VITH A 
CALIFORNIA LAWYER BECAUSE THE POWERS GRANTED BY 
THIS DOCUMENT ARE BROAD AND SWEEPING. THEY ARE 
DEFINED IN SECTIONS 2460 TO 2473, INCLUSIVE, OF THE 
CALIFORNIA CIVIL CODE. 

THE POWERS GRANTED BY THIS DOCU\fE~'T WILL EXIST 
FOR AN I~DEFINITE PERIOD OF Tn·IE UNLESS YOU Ll1-.UT 
THEIR DlJRATIO:'IJ IN THIS DOCUME:><T. THESE POWERS 
WILL CO]'.;TI;\;lJE TO EXIST NOTWITHSTANDING YOUR 
SUBSEQUENT DISABILITY OR INCAPACITY UNLESS YOU 
INDICATE OTHERWISE IN THIS DOCUMENT. ..' ____ _ 
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§ 2450 

YOU CAN ELI~!lNATE POWERS OF YOUR AGENT BY 
CROSSING OUT A"iY ONE OR \IORE OF THE POWERS L!STED 
IN PARAGRAPH 3 OF THIS FORM. YOU CAN WRITE OTHER 
LIMITATIONS AND SPECIAL PROVISIO:,\S 11'\ PARAGRAPH 4 
OFTHIS FORM, HOWEVER, IF YOU DO NOT W A1':T TO GRA:\'T 
YOUR AGENT THE POWER TO ACf FOR YOU IN ANY WAY 
YOU COULD ACf FOR YOURSELF. IT MAY BE IN YOUR BFSf 
.INTEREST TO CONSULT WITH A LAWYER INSTEAD OF 
USING THIS FOR\1. 

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY 1''10 WITNESSES 
AND BE 1':OTARlZED TO BE VALID . 
.. YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVOKE OR TER\UNATE THIS 
POWER OF ATTORNEY, 

YOU ARE r-;OT REQUIRED TO USE THIS FORM, YOU MAY 
USE ,R DlFFERE:-iT POWER OF ATTOR:-iEY IF THAT IS 
DESIRED BY THE PARTIES CO:'>:CER:\'ED, 

IFTHERE IS ANYTIIll'<G ADOeT THIS FOR\l THAT YOU DO 
NOT UXDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A LAWYER TO 
EXPLAIl'< IT TO YOU, 

1. DESIGNATION OF AGENT, 
1,, ___________________ _ 

do hereby appoint 

(InS("rt name ;ll1d .,ddr("~~ or your .. ,.wnt. or ("It,ll llgent 

if you ,,,,anllQ d('~i:;t;lwh' mort' 111;111 OUt» 

as my attorney (5\ -in-fuct (agent) to act for me and in my name as 
, aulhori~ed in this document. 

2, CREATION OF DliHADLE POWEll OF ATTOHNEY. By this 
document I intend to create u general power of attorney under 
Section" 2450 to 2473, inciusi"", of the California Civil Code. Subject 
to any limitations in this document, this power of attorney is u 
durable power of attorney and shall not be affected by my 
subsequent incapacity. 

(If you want Ihi'i 1}O\\"{'r of atturH(,Y to h'rmiu;\lt' auto11l1.ltic.llly \\'bC'11 you lad 

eap;.lrit)'~ you lIlu..,t so :'!otal{" in p .. ra~T"ph 4 (",Spt"'('i;11 Prm'isiollS .lUd Limitlltions") 

bchrn',) 
3, ,STATE\lENi OF AUTIIOHITY GRAi'\TED. Subject to any 

limitations in this document. I hereby grant to my agent (5) full 
power and authority to act for me ancl in my name, in any way which 
I myself could act, if I were personally present and able to act, with 
respect 10 the following matters as each of them is define<! in Chapter 
3 (commencing with Section 2450) of TItle 9 of Part -I (If Division 3 
of the California Civil Code to the extent that I am permitted by law 
to act through an agent: 

(I) Real estate transactions. 
(2) Tangible personal property transactions. 
(3) Bond, share, and commodity transactions. 
{4) Financial institution transactio"", 
(5) ,Husiness operating transactions. 

,(6) Insurance trallSactions, 
(7) 'Retirement plan transactions. 
(8) Estate transactions. 
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(9) Claims and litigation. 
(10) Tax matters. 
(11) Personal relationships and affairs. 
(12) Benefits from military service. 
(13) Records, reports, and statements. 

-
§ 2450 

. .. 

(14) Full and unqualified autharit), to my a!\ent (s) to delegate any 
or all of the foregoing powers to any person or persons whom my 
agent (5) shall select. 
- (15) All other mailers; 

,Strike ()tIt an)" 011(' or IlIOH' of til{" item"i ahov(' to whit'h \01t do XUT dt':liiff" to W\"t" 
)'our aJ.!:f'nl ,nuthnrily_ Such f'limiu'Llinn of ,lilY on(' or mcrC' of itC'UlS {1) to (l4l.-

iudu'loh'(", iUltOIHittiC'ully ('on~tituk'i.m dimill'ltiol1 (,r it(,111 (I.i)). TO STRIKE OUT A~ 
11'E\I. YOLl \IW,T DR·I II' A LI:\!': TIIHOl:ClI n It-: TEXT ()I' THAT ITEM.) 

4. SPECIAL PROVISIONS A~D U\llTATIO;-';S. In exercising 
the authority under this power of attorney, my agent Is) is subject to 
the following special provisions and limitations: 

(SpN:iOlI pro\'isiolls .:lnd limitiltioll" Illar b{' included in the> st ... tutory short (onn 
pUWN {l[ ;Iltorn{'y (lnly if thC')' conform 10 th(" f{,,{]uirC'J1l{,l1ts of Sc>c,tion 2455 of the 
California (:i"il C(KIC".), 

5. EXERClS~~ OF POWER OF ATTOR:\EY WHERE MORE 
THAN ONE AGENT DESIGNATED. If! have designated more than 
one agent, the agents are to act 

(if ;-0\1 dt~iglliltt' 11l()n' thilll nnt~ ,I~('nt l.Uld whh ('nch iI~llt illulle' to be •• bl<- to 

("x('rcis(' this pow{'r. il1s('rl in thb bhUlk tile' worn "'\K"\'C'wlJy," Failure to,makC' an 
in.'i('rlion ur thC' in:-'C'rtion or th" word ··.iClil.tl),·· will r<'quin' that thC" ;J,Jl;t>nh act jointly,} 

6. DURATION. . 
(Th(' poWN.'i J!;rnnt('d b~" this dnc'lIl11(,llt will ('xist fOT an jnde-finnt> pcriod or tim(' 

ul1l(':'o.'" rou limit their duration 1K'"luw.} 
This power of attorney expires on _______ '-__ _ 

i(FiU ill Ihili Sp.lC'<" O-:,,\LY if ymt \nlllk thC' lmthority or your '1~C'T1t to tC'Tminat(' 
)x·ron' your de.llh,) 

7. NOMINATION OF CONSERVATOR OF ESTATE. 
fA rullsC'f\"ulOT of the- ~lill(' U\,W \)(' appoint["d for YOlllf OJ court d("("ides that~;: 

should IX" 11ppoinlrd, ThC'" con~n\"ator is rC'Spoll~ibl(" for tlK' manng("mC'nt of )'our 
fhml1eial affLli~ and your ProlK'rty, Yuu arC' nat re"qllirro to nomin;Llt" i\ COn!K'T\'ator 

but YOli In.\}' do so, ThC' rourt will ilppnint the" p("rSCl1l )'0\1 nomimltC" unl{"Ss thilt , .. 'ould 
Ix· Nmlmry to your 1)("101 intC'Tl'Sh_ You mar, uut ur<' not "f('quirt'd to, nominatC" as )'our 

. CUl1M'T\"utur th~~ soun(' lK'rSml ),OU IMt1lt·d ill parHgra;Jn 1 :IS )"our a~cnt. You may 

nomin,lh' a l)("r:o.<)Il us rour Ct}1lSC'n-"tor by compl{"ling lb(-' .sp"'C'(, ~Iow,) 
If a conserva:or of the estate is to be appointed for me,1 nominate 

the following person to serve as conservator of the estate ___ _ 

(]n~'1't flmUf' and ",ddrrs"i of !K'r!'!On nmnlllat('(1 <IS consef\"utor-of thC""~atC") 
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• § 2450 

_. ·"DATE A)\;D SIGNATURE OF PRI7'iCIPAL 

(YOU ~[Un lUTE ,IX]) SICX TIllS POWER OF ATTOllXI,:n ' 

I sign my name to this Statutory Short 1<'onn Power of Attorney on 
'. " at " 

(Stotr) 

: ." 

,. . ~ 
,'. - lYou ~(gn.hcrd , , 

; .. 
'(TIllS POWER OJ' ,'TTOllXI';Y WILl. i':OT HI': VALl]) Ui':!.K"~ IT IS !lOll I 

{I) SICXED !lY TWO .~DULT IVJTi':J'~"'iK'i WIlO Alii': I'RESEi':T WIIEX YOU 
SICS OR ACKSOWLE!)(;1': YOUR SIV\,Hl'UE AXl) (2) ACKXOWLEDGED 

1II':)'"OI1E A i':OT.-lllY I'UIILlC ,'\ C.'I.1FOll'\H., 

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES 

(You ~ sign!!! .! wi tness only.!! you personally know the principal 
£!. the identity ~ the principal is proved to you .£x. convincing evidence. 
To ~ convincing proof of the identity of the principal. Z!!.!:. ~ not 
be aware of any information, evidence, .£E. other circumstances that would 
lead ~!!! .! reasonable person, .!E. believe that the person signing .£E. 
acknowledging this instrument !!! principal is .!!£!. the individual he .£E. 
she claims to be and, in addition, you must be presented with and 
reasonably rely .£E. any ~.£E. ~ ~ the following: 

ill.. An identification card .£E. driver's license issued .£x. ~ 
California Department ~ Motor Vehicles that is current or has been 
issued within five years. 

(2) ! passport issued 2z ~ Department of State of the United 
States that is current .£E. has been issued wi thin five years. 

(3) Any of the following documents if the document is current .£E. 
has been issued within five years and contains .! photograph anddescrip
~ of ~ person named on it, is signed 2z ~ person, and bears .! 
serial or other identifying number: 

(a) ! passport issued 2z.! foreign government that has been stamped 
Ez the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service. 

(b) A driver's license issued 2z.! state other than California.£E. 
Ez.! Canadian.£E. Mexican public agency authorized to issue drivers' 
licenses. 
~ An identification card issued 2z.! state other than California. 
(d) An identification card issued ~ any branch of the armed forces 

of the United States. ----
other-kinds of proof of identity ~ not allowed. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that 
, the person who signed or acknowletlged thi' docClment is personull)' 

known to me (or proved to me on tbe ba,is of convincing evidence) 
. to be the principal, that the pri:Jcip4l ,i~ned or acknowledged this 

power of attome), in my presence, and th"t the !,ril,cipai appears to 
be'of sound mind and under 110 duress, fraud. or undue influence. 
Signature: Hc,inence Address: 

" Print Name: 
Datc: 

Signature: _______ __ Residencc Addc,css: 
Print Name: 
Date: 
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CERTIFICATE OF ACK!\OWLEDGE\!El'\T OF NOTARY 

PUBLIC 

" 

State of California 
County of __ _ Iss., ", 

On this ~ __ day of ___ , in the y('ar ___ ', before me, 

,'. (Ins('rt lliUlW of -nolilrr public) 

personally appeared 
", : .," 

(ins('rt 1J;llUl~ (If prindp •. l) 

. :. 

personally known to lI1e (or proved to IllC on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed to this 
instrument, and aeknowledgl'd that he or she executed it. 

NOTARY SEAL .. ' / " 

§ 2451 

Comment. Section 2450 is amended to add an informational statement 
that alerts the witnesses to the requirements of Section 2511 as to What 
constitutes "convincing evidence." Forms that comply with prior law may 
still be used after the time the amendment to Section 2450 goes into 
effect. See Section 2457. 

09742 

Civil Code § 2451 (technical amendment). Form must contain "warning" 
or lawyer's certificate 

SEC. 8. Section 2451 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 
2451. (aj" Nefll~"S1!f>!td~I\!'; ~~~el\ i4SS, _ee!,* Except "IS proVided in . 

subdivision (b), a $tatutory short form powor of attorney, to he valid, 
shan contain, inlE)t less than lO'point bold-face type or a Tea;onablc 
equh'alent thereof, ~he warning which is printed in capital letters at 
the beginning of Seetion 2450. 

(b) Subdivision (al doe, not apply if the statutory short form 
power of attorney coniain!-l a certificate signed by the principal's 
lawyer staling in substance: "1 am ~ lawyer authorized to praelicp.law 
in the slate whc;'c this power of attorney was executed, and the 
principal was my client at the time when this power of attorney was 
,exe~lIted. I h",'c advised my clicnt concerning his or her rights in 
connection with this power of attorney and the app!icable law and 
,the consequences of signing or not signing this power of attorney, 
and Illy client, "rter being so advised, has executed this power of 
attorney." 

Comment, Section 2451 is amended to delete the reference to Section 
2400. This reference becomes unnecessary in view of the amendment of 
Section 2400 and the enactment of Section 2510. 
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- I 2457 
09748 

Civil Code § 2457 (added). Use of form prescribed by prior law 

SEC. 9. Section 2457 is added to the Civil Code, to read: 

2457. A statutory short form power of attorney executed on or 

after January I, 1986, using a form that complied with Section 2450 as 

originally enacted is as valid as if it had been executed using a form 

that complied with Section 2450 as amended. 

Comment. Section 2457 permits continued use of the form prescribed 
for a statutory short form power of attorney under Section 2450 before 
the amendment to that section added the informational statement for the 
Statement of Witnesses. Section 2457 permits use of the original form 
even after the amendment takes effect. Accordingly, after the amendment 
to Section 2450 takes effect, either the form set forth in Section 2450 
as originally enacted or the form set forth in Section 2450 as amended 
may be used. This avoids the need to discard existing printed forms on 
the date the amendment to Section 2450 takes effect. 

09930 

Civil Code § 2500 (amended). Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney 
for Health care 

SEC. 10. Section 2500 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 
2.500. The use of the followin~ form in th .. crcation of a durable 

pow .. r of attorney for health care under Article 5 (commencing with 
S .. ction 2~30) of Chapter 2 is lawful. and when used. tbe power of 
attonlt'y shall be constmed in accordance with the provisions of this 
chapter and shall be subject to the provisions of Article ;; 
(commencing with Sf'ction 2~30) of Chapter 2. 

STATUTORY FOHM DURABLE PO\VER OF ATTORNEY FOR 
HEALTH CARE 

(California Civil Code Section 2500) 

WAHNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT 

THIS IS AN IMPORTA!\'T LEGAL DOCUMENT WHICH IS 
AlfTHOHIZED BY THE KEEl\E HEALTH CARE AGE~T ACT. 
BEFOHE EXECL'TING THIS DOCU~\itENT, YOU SHOULD 
KNOW THESE II\-1PORTAl\T FACTS: 

-- THiSDOCUME]\;T GIVES THE PEnSON YOU DESIGNATE AS .' 
YOUR AGENT (THE ATTOIlNEY IN FACT) THE POWER TO 
MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIO,{S FOR you. YOUR AGENT 
MUST ACT CONSISTE!\'TL Y "'lTH YOVR DESlHES AS STATED 
IN TIilS DOCUMENT OR OTHERWISE MADE KNOWN. 

EXCEPT AS YOU OTHEl\\\1SE SPECIFY IN THIS 
DOCUMENT, THIS DOCUMENT GIVES )'oun AGENT THE 
POWEll TO CONSENT TO YOUn DOCTOn I'\OT GIVING 
TREATI>!ENT on STOPPING TREATMENT NECESSARY TO 
KEEl' YOU ALIVE. 
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- --
NOTWITHSTANDING THIS DOClJ~lENT. YOU,HAVE THE 

RIGHT TO ~'iAhE MEDICAL A:\J) OTHER HEALTH CARE 
DECISIONS FOn YOl'nSELF SO LO~G AS YOU CAN GIVE 
INFOHl-.1ED CONSENT WlTH HESPECT TO THE PAHTICULAH 
DECISION. [N ADDITION. li9 'I'~~ KltYBS G~¥SN' 
'1'9 ¥etl 9¥SR ¥9tIR 9B:fSS'U91i ""'I' 'l'RS HK!!-r ANB 
HEALTH CAllE l'.:ECESSARiTO hEEl' YOU ALIVE MAY NOT 
BE STOPPED OH WITHHELD IF YOU OBjEC'T AT THE TH .. lE. 

TillS DOCUMENT GIVES YOC/\ AGENT AUTHORITY TO 
COl\'SEl\'T, TO REFUSE TO CONSEJ\T. OR TO WITHDRAW 
CONSENT TO ANY CARE, TREA nIENT, SEBVICE, OR 
pHOCEDUBE TO MAIl'.:TAIN. DIAG~OSE. OR TBEAT A 
PHYSICAL on MENTAL CO~D1TION. THIS pO\VER IS 
SUBJECT TO ANY STATEMEl'-i'T OF YOUB DESIRES AND ANY 
LI~lITATIONS THAT YOU INCLUDE IN THIS DOCV!>.1ENT. 
YOU MAY STATE IN THIS DOCU!,lENT ANY TYPES OF 
TREATMEN'T THAT YOU DO NOT DESIRE. IN ADDITION, A 
COURT CAN TAKE A \VA Y THE POWER OF YOUB AGENT TO 
MAKE HEALTH CAHE DECISIO!\'S FOR YOU IF YOUR AGEI\iT 
(J) AUTHOHIZES AN1THING THAT IS ILLEGAL, (2) ACTS 
CONTBAHY TO YOUn Kl\'O\~'N DESIRES, OR (,3) WHERE YOUR 
DESIHES ABE NOT KNOWN. DOES Al\'lTHiNG THAT IS 
CLEAnLY CONTRABY TO YOUR BEST 1l>,TERESTS. 

UNLESS YOU SPECIFY A . SHORTER PERIOD IN" THIS 
DOCUMENT, THIS POWER \\lLL F:XTST FOR SEVEN YEA liS 
FROl\·j THE D.-\ TE YOU EXECUTE THIS DOCl;MENT AND, IF 
YOU ARE UNABLE TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR 
YOURSELF AT THE TI1'-IE WHEN THIS SE\,E~-YEAR PERIOD 
ENDS, THIS PO\\ER WILL COl'<TINUE TO EXIST UNTIL THE 
TIt\IE \VHEN YOU BECOME ABLE TO MAKE HEALTH CARE 
OECISIONS FOH YOUHSELF, 

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVOKE THE AUTHORITY OF 
YOLIR AGEl\'T BY NOTIF)lNG YOUR AGE~'T OR YOUR 
TREATING DOCTOR. HOSPITAL. on OTHER HEALTH CARE 
pHOVIDEH OBALLY OR IN WRITING OF THE BEVOCATION. 

YOUH AGENT HAS THE RIGHT TO EXAMINE YOUR 
MEDICAL RECOHDS AND TO CONSENT TO THEIR 
DISCLOSURE UNLESS YOU LI/llIT THIS RIGHT IN THIS 
DOCUMENT. 

UNLESS YOU OTHEHWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT, 
TillS DOCUMENT GIVES rOt!R AGENT THE POWER AFTER 

§ 2500 

. YOU D1ETO (1) AUTHORIZE AN AUTOPSY, (2)' DONATE YOUR_ 
BODY on PARTS TtfEHEOF FOB THANSJ'LANT OR THEHAPEUTIC. 

_Ol!. EDliCATIONAL. on SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES..1. AND (3) DIRECT THE 
DISPOSITION .Q!:. YOUR REMAINS, 
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THIS DOCU~lENT REVOKES ANY PlUOR DURABLE po\VEn 
OF ATTOHNEY FOB HEALTH CAHE. 

YOU SHOLILD CAHEFVLL Y HEAD AND FOLLOW THE 
WITNESSING PHOCEDUIE DESCBIBED ATTHE END OFTHIS 
FOBM. THIS DOCU1\lENT WILL 1\:OT BE VAUD UNLF.5S YOU 
COl>II'L Y WITH THE WITNESSING pBOCEDunE 

IFTHEHE IS ANYTHING INTHIS DOCCMEt-.'TTHAT YOUDO 
NOT UNDEHSTAND. YOU SHOULD ASK A LAWYER TO 
EXPLAIN IT TO YOu. 

YOUR AGENT MA Y NEED THIS DOCU\1E"lT IMto.1EDL'.:TELY 
IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY TH.\T BEQliIHES A DECISION 
CONCEHNING YOun HEALTH CAHE. EITHER KEEP THIS 
DOCUMENT WHERE IT IS IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO 
YOUH AGENT AND AL TEHNATE AGE?,TS OR GIVE EACH OF 
THE1\1 AN EXECUTED COPY OF THIS DOCU;VIE'IT. YOU MAY 
ALSO WANT TO GIVE YOUR DOCTOH AN EXECUTED COPY 
OF THIS DOCU:-IENT. 

DO NOT USE THIS FOHM IF YOU AilE A CONSERVATEE 
UNDElt THE LANTEH;"IAN-PETHISSHORT ACT AND YOU 
WANT TO AI'I'O!~'T YOUH CONSEHVATOH AS YOUH AGEl'.'T. 
YOU CAN DO THAT ONLY IF THE APPOI!'<'TMEt-.'T 
DOCUMENT INCLUDES A CERTIFICATE OF YOUR 
ATTOHNEY. 

I. DESIGNATION OF HEALTH CARE AGENT. I. 

(Inst"rt your naml:" and addrPss) 

do· hf"reby df"signate and appoint 

(hawrt uanll', ad(irt"~, and [~it"phont." IIlImOt-T' of nut" Ul(irv!(iual uniy as ynur ag~nt to 
make"' ht"alth cart" decisions fl,T' you. None of tilt'" follnwin'l! may bt> df>Sl~nateJ as ~our 
ag"il: {J, your trt'atil1~ ht'alttr (·.:lrt' pm .... idt·r. (:) a tlnnrt'lalivt" if"mplo'JIf:'e of your 
lrt"ating m-alth eart" prnvirlf'f. (3) an npf"rator of a community {'aft'" fadlit)·. or (4) a 

nonrt'l.llivf" employt't' of an opt'cator of u community ('loUt'" fadlify.) 

·as my attorney in fact i agent) to m~ake healthcare decisions for me 
- ".as i:mthorized in this document. For the purposes of this document. 

"health care decision·· - means consent. refusal of consent. or 
. ,withdrawal of consent to any care. treatment. service. or procedure 

''-10· maintain. diagnose. or treat an individua!"s physical or mental 
conclition. 

2. eREA TION OF DVHARLE POWER OF ATTORNEY Fon 
HEAL T.H CARE. By this document I intend to create a durable 
\low .. r .of altorn .. y for health care und .. r S .. c·tions 2430 to 2443. 
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illdmive. of th .. California Civil Code. This power of attorney is 
unthoriz('d by t he Keene Health Care Agent Act and shall be 
construed in accordance with the provisions of Sections 2.500 to 2506. 
inclusive. of tlw C.,lifornia Civil Code. This power of attorney shall 

. not be affected by my subsequent incapacity. 
3. GENEIIAL STATEMEt\'T OF AUfHOHITY GRANTED. 

Subject to any limitations in this document. I hereby grant to my 
agent full power und authority to make health care decisiom for me 
to the sam .. exicllt that I could make such decisions for myself if I had 
th,·· eupacity to do so. In exercising this authority. my agent shall 
make health care dedsions that are consistent with my desires as 
stukd iI' this document or otherwise made known to my agent. 
illcluding. but not limited to. my desires concerning obtaining or 
refusing nr withdrawing life-prolonging care. treatment. services, 
and proc .. dures. 
{Ir you want to limillht" authority or your agent to make health carededsions for you.. 
ymll"UIi slab' lilt" limilali()lls in paragraph 4 ("Statcmt"nt of Desires. Spl-cial Provisions. 
ali(I Limitations'") helow. You can indicale your desires by including a statement of 

\ 
yOIU dt'sirt"s ill IJIt" samt" paragr:lph.) 

4. STATEMENT OF DESIRES. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. AND 
LI~IITATIONS. 
(Your agf"nl must make- he-ahh care d!:"cisiorJS that are consistent with ),'our known 
d('sirt"s. \'ml can, but art' nnt Tt"quirt"d to, state your desires in. the space provided 
Ix-kn'l(. 'tnu should consider wht"thf'f" you wanl to include a statement of )'our desires 
<. .... m<.'t'"rning lift"'-prnl{1n~ing car(", treatment. services, and procedures. You can also 
illdu{l(~ u. statemt'nt of your desires coorernjn~ other matters relating to your health 
('<Ire. You can also OlolL:e ymlf c.lesjres l.:rlOwn to )'our agent by discussing your desireJ. 
with your ag('nt Of by samof' Orhf'"f means. H there are any types of tre2.tment that you 
dn not want 10 lx- 115e(l you should stale them in the space below. H you want to limit 
in auy other ""ay thr authority gh'en your agent by this document, you should. .state 
lht· limits in tht" spat~ below. If )'ou do not ~tatc any limits. your agent will have broad 
(>OWl-rs 10 make health C:lre decisions for you, except to the extent that there are limits 
providt·d by bw.' 

In e.ereising the authority under this durable power of attorney 
for health care. my agent shall act consistently with my desires as 
stat .. d below and is subject to the special provisions and limitations 
stat .. d below:_ 

(a) Statement of desires concerning life-prolonging care, 
treatment. services, and procedures: 
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(b) Additional statemE'nt nf de~ires, special provisions. and 

limitations: 

( you may attach adc.litional pages if you need more spaCf" 10 complt·te your stalf'menl 
Jf )'GU aU;K.·h additional pagf"S, yOIl must date and sign EACH of t he additional pages 

at tM samt" limf" you date and sign .this docnment.) 

S. INSPECTION AND DISCLOSURE OF INFOR/>,·lATION 
RELATING TO MY PHYSICAL OR MENTAL HEALTH Subject to 
any limitations in this document, my agent has the power and 
authority· to do all of the following: 

(a) Request, review, and receive any information, verbal or 
written, regarding my physical or mental health, including, but not 
limited to. medical and hospital records. 
. (b) Execute on my behalf any releases or other documents that 

may be required in order to obtain this information. 
(c)· Consent to the disclosure of this information. 

(If )'OU want to limit the authority of your agent to receivE' and dtsdose information 
Tf'lating to your health. roil must state the limifations in parJ.~raph .. (~Statemf"nt of 
Dt'sin's, Spt"cial Provisions. and Limitations .. ) .abo"'f".) 

6. SIGNING DOCU:"lENTS, \VAlVERS. AND RELEASES. 
WherE' necessary to implement the health care d"cisions that my 
agt>nt is authorized by this document to make. my agent has the 
pmver and authority to execute on my behalf all of the following: 

(a) Documents lit led or purporting to be a "Refusal to Permit 
Treatment'" and "Leaving Hospital Against Medical Advice." 

S 2500 

(b) . Any necessary waiver or release from liability required by a 
, hospital or ph)",ician. 

7. :mIIFe!!!1 ilN~e!HeAh OH:P'l' ... ~... AUTOPSY; ANATOMICAL GIFTS; " 
DISPOSITION OF REMAINS. Subject to any limitations in this document, 
my ag~nt "has the Dower and anth"'ity 10 _Ite do all of ~ following: 
. M Authorize ~ autopsy under Section 7113 of the Health and 

Safety Code. 
ill Make. a dISposition of a pa;t 0; parts of my body under ihe"U,;iform . 

Anatomical Gift Act (Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 7150) 
of Part 1 of Division 7 of the Health and Safety Code). 

(c) Direct the disposition of E:I. remains under Section 7100 of the 
Heal th and Safety Code. 

(If )"(111 want to limil the authority of lUUT agent to BUtlte e eH~ieft l1M~ of:fte 
Ua:Uem itftetemieer 6H4! tlte4!-; consent to ~ autopsy, make ~ 

.'!-natomical gift, or direct the disposition of )1'0ur remains, 
YOIL must state' the limitations in para~raph 4 l"Slalem('nt of -peSilf's. S[WCial Provisions. and 
Limitations") above.) 
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I!. D UHATION. 
(llHll'~" yHn spt"dfy a .shorlN pt'rind in tt1e sp.ac(" be-Iow. this powoPr of .attornt"y will 
")lj-;I for ~vt'n yt"i.HS {!'"Om the- dalt" you !'"'O.ecutl(" this document .ami if yml arf" unabllf" 
to m.ak(' health ('art" dt'chions fur yourwlf at the lime .. ,du·n this w\'f"n·)'ear ~riod 
(~nds. lltt' pmWf will conti nut" tn exist until the timt" wht"-n )'OU becfJmr able to make
ht".ahh ('an' dl'C'isions for YOllfM"If.) 

This durable power of attorney for health·care expires on 

(Fill in ~his.spa(·(· ONLY if you want the autboritr of your agent to end EARUER 
111<.1:1 lht': Sf'vt'n-yt'ar pt"riod (It'scrihf"d arw)\'e.) 

9. DESIGNATION OF ALTERN.\TE AGENTS. 
(Ynu .m' Hot rt'llllirtAd tn (I('si~nah' aB}' ahf'n~te :lgents but you m:ly do sO. Any 
... h('fnate a~j'nl you tlt'signah- ""'ill he.' ahlf" to make the same he'3lth {'"'.Ire decision.~ as 

the uKl'nl you tlesi~nah'cl in para~"(3pb I. above. in tile (,'lent thai agt.·nt is unable or 
ilH'liglhl(' tu ad a~ >-·our a~"'IJt. If tilt' o1~~Ut lOll dt'si~l1ak{.l is ~:our spouse, he or she 
Itc:conws illt'li~iblc' to ad as yuur ugt"n( if your marriage is dis.-.olvcd.) 

If th,· pl'rso" desig!l~led as my 3gpnt in paragraph 1 is not ayailable 
or b""""f"S ineligible tn act as my agent to make a health care 
dedsion for me or lows the mental capacity to make health care 
decisions for me. or if I r""ok" that person's appointment or 
authorit), to act us my agent tn make health care decisions for me, 
then I d,'signale and appoint the following persons 10 serve as my 
agent to make health care dt'cisions for me as authorized in this 
docum"nt, such persons to serve in the order listed below: 

A. Fir.,t Alternate Agent 

("I~'rt n<.lm(·, addn·s:<;. ;.lnt! h,lepll0ne 1IIImber or fir~t alternate agent> 

Il Second Alternate Agent 

(Insert namf', addrt"ss.. and tdephout' uumbn of st"cond altf"fnate agent) 

10. NOl\·IINATION OF COi\:SERVATOR OF PERSON . 
. (A {'1Hl:'i(~rvaloT of lht" person may bt' appllintt"d for you if a court d~(.·ides that one 

!Ohnuld he' tlppninh,d. Tht'" {'IHlSt"'n'.utnr is rf'"sponsible for yonr physical care, which 
mull,! sum!" (·ir<.'lImstOlnct'"S ineiud('s muking health care decisions fOf you. You are not 

rt""<luirt·(1 to Homintltt" u (:nnst'"f\'atnr hut you may do 50. The ('Olut will appoint the 
lX'"rsnn ~·UU nnminatt' uult:ss that would be contrary to :·our best intere-sts. You may, 
hut ;jut" tlut u·(luirt·d to. nurninatf' as ynur com~rvatnr the same person you named in 
paragrapli 1 as ~'{)nr ht"alth Ci.lrt' Ugf'Hl. lou can nominate an individual as your 

(""I"IIl.'it"lvatur by Nlmpleting tht" spa{.'t"" below.) 

If a conservator of the person is to be appointed for me. I nominate .. 
the following individual to serve as conservator of the person 

(Inst"rl Ilam(' und addrf'ss of pt'rsfln nnminate(1 as conservator of the person) 

ll. PHIOn DESIGNATIONS HEVOKED. I revoke any prior 
dura!>] .. power of attornt>y for health care. 

DATE AND SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPAL 
(H)ll MliST DATE AND SIGN THIS POWER OF AlTORNEy) . 

I sign my name to this Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney 
for lIl'alt h Car .. on at 

( Dat~) 

( City) ( Stnt.) 

( You sign hof're) 
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(TillS I'OWEII OF ATIOIINEY \'11.1. NOT BE V!.!.ID (l),LESS IT [S SIG:-;ED BY 
T\\~J Qli.~UF[ED WITNESSES WHO ARE I'II[SENT \\'1lEN YOU SIGN OR 
AC(,;NOI\l.EUGE YOUII SIGN.HUIIE. [F YOU HAVE ATTACIlED ANY 
,\1m [TIONA!. PAGES TO TillS FOI1\1. YOU MUST DATE A:-;D SIGN EACH OF 
TilE AUI1ITlO:-;AL PAGES AT TilE SAME T!~!E YOU DATE AND SIGN TH[S 
PO""EII OF ATIOIINEY,) 

STATEMENT OF \\lTNESSES 
(Thi!. tkx'umt"111 must lw witnesS('d by two !lu~lifi{'J adult witut'ss('$. None or the 
(1,Jlctwinl! ~na)" he used as a witn("ss: (I) .:l per~n you oC"MjZ.Jl.atf" as yotJr agent or 
alkrn ..... lt.· ~gt·nl. (2) a li('~hh care pmvidf"f, (3) an l'mp!o~'t't'" of .. ht"altl. care provider. 
( .. U tht~ cll)t·rator nf a community C"J.rt" facility. (5) ;:m empro.,,'ee ()f an Clpt'rator of a 
("CuUlntinity ('ar~ facility. At If"<lst {l1ll~ of lhe witn',';:,St'S mtlst makt, (he addition;!.1 
.It· .. ·ldT:ltiou ~d (lilt rnlhwing lhl" pbCt'" wh'i"rt" tl1t" wibl't"sse-£ si[!;n.) 

(You .£!!!. sign.!!!.!!. witness only if you personally know ~ principal 
.£!. the identity of the principal !! proved .!£. you .!:l. convincing evidence. 
To have convincing proof .£!. the identity of the principal, you ~ not 
be aware of any information, evidence, .£!. other circumstances ~ would 
lead you, .!!!.!!. reasonable person, .!£. believe that the person signing or 
iiC'kiiowledging this instrument .!!!. principal !! ~ the individual he .£!. 
she claims .!£. be and, in addition, you ~ be presented wi th and 
reasonably rely ~ any ~.£!. ~.£!. the following: 

(1) An identification card .£!. driver's license issued .!:l. the 
California Department of Motor Vehicles that !! current or has been 
issued within five years. 

(2) 1:. passport issued .!:l. ~ Department .£!. State of the United 
States that is current.£!. has been issued wi thin five years. 

(3) Any of the following documents if the document !! current .£!. 
has been issued wi thin five years and contains !!. photograph and descrip
tion .£!. the person named ~ it, is signed .!:l. the person, and bears !!. 
serial.£!. other identifying number: 

(a) 1:. passport issued .!:l.!!. foreign government that has been stamped 
~ the United States Immigration ~ Naturalization Service. 

(b) A driver's license issued Ex.!!. state other than California .£!. 
~!!. Canadian or Mexican public agency authorized to issue drivers' 
licenses. 

(c) !:.!!. identification card issued .!:l.!!. state other than California. 
(d) An identification card issued .!:l. any branch of the armed forces 

of the United States. 
other-kinds .£!. proof .£!. identity !!.E! ~ allowed. 
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I d{~{'bfl" under penalty of perjllry und(~r the b,( 5 of (:~lifornia that 

11,,. I",,,on wlon ,i~n,'d or acknowi .. dg,-d this document is personally 
known to ffi1..--' (or provt'd to rHe on the Lasis ot convincing cvidl"nct"') 
to I", th,· principal. that the principal signed or acknowl"dg"d this 
(lural.l" pow .. r of aHorn,',. in my presenC'e. that tIlt> princip,,1 appears 
to lw of saUlld mille! ulld under no duress, fr~ud. or unuuC' influenC"e'. 
that 1 am not tl,,> Jl,>rson appointed as attorn .. ), in bct by this 
dnc-lIment, and that I am nnt" hc"lth car,' pro\,idE-f. an <'mp!oye" of 
a !."altl, car(- pro\'i,k'r, the Op~fator of a com:nnnity carc> facility, nor 
all .. mplo),,,,, of an operator of a community care facility .. 

Si!;naturt': ________ _ Residence Address: 
Prillt Nam,,: 
Date: 

Si!;naturt>: Residence Address: 
Print Name: 
'Dalt·: 

. " «AT I.EAST ONE 01' TIlE ABOVE \\lTKESSES Ml~T ALSO SICN TIlE 
FULI.O\\1NG DECLARATIOS.) 

§ 2500 

I furth .. r declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of' 
California that I am not r('Jat,.,) to the principal by blood. marria!:e. 
or adoption. and. to the best of my kno\\'l('d!,!e, I am not ('ntitlt'd to' 

'. alty part of til .. <'State of tll(' principal upon the death of the principal 
,uml('r a will nnw ('xistin!; or by operation of Jaw. 

Sil'natllrt': 
Signature: 

STATEIIIENT OF PATIENT ADVOCATE OR OMBUDSMAN 
(lr YOIl ar .... ill p!llirnt in a skiIJC'(1 I1uning fadlity. nne of the witnessc.s. must be.3 pdtiM1t 
ad'lr'OCalt" or ombudsman. ThC' followin~ statement is Tt'Qui:'"t.'<.i only if you are a 
p;.s.li("nt in a skillro nursing fadlity-a heaith care fudHly ,hat provides the following 
bastC'st"r"IltCt.'S: skill",1 nursing earof' and 5upporti\o'e careto patit!nls w~ose primary need 
is fOl availability of skilled n\IT!rin~ C3f(" on an extended basis. The patient advocalif" 
OTnmbudsman must sign both parts of the "Statemlf"nt of Witnf'sses" above AND must 
OM sign t hC". follow ing stiil.t~ment.) 

I further declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of 
California that I am a patient advocate Or ombudsman as designated 
by the State D('partm('nt of Aging and that I am serving as a witness 
as required by subdivision (f) of Section 2432 of the Civil Code. 

Sigllature: 
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Comment. Section 2500 is amended to add an additional informational 
statement that alerts the witnesses to the requirements of Section 2511 
as to wat constitutes "convincing evidence." The Warning Statement is 
revised to conform to the revision of Section 2440. The other revisions 
in the Warning Statement and in paragraph 7 of the form merely provide 
additional information concerning the power and authority of the agent 
and make no change in applicable law. Forms that comply with prior law 
may still be used after the time the amendment to Section 2500 goes into 
effect. See Section 2503.5. 

09933 

Civil Code § 2503.5 (added). Use of form prescribed by prior law 

SEC. 11. Section 2503.5 is added to the Civil Code, to read: 

2503.5. (a) A atatutory form durable power of attorney for health 

care executed on or after January I, 1986, using a form that complied 

with Section 2500 as originally enacted is as valid as if it had been 

executed using a form that complied with Section 2500 as amended. 

(b) Notwithstanding Section 2501, a statutory form durable power of 

attorney for health care executed on or after January I, 1986, is not 

invalid if it contains the warning using the language set forth in 

Section 2500 as originally enacted instead of the warning using the 

language set forth in that section as amended. 

(c) For the purposes of subdivision (c) of Section 2503, on and 

after January I, 1986, a printed statutory form durable power of attorney 

for health care may be sold or otherwise distributed if it contains the 

exact wording of the form set out in Section 2500 as originally enacted, 

or the exact wording of the form set out in Section 2500 as amended, 

.including the warning and instructions, and nothing else; but any printed 

statutory form durable power of attorney for health care printed on or 

after January I, 1986, that is sold or otherwise distributed in this 

state for use by a person wo does not have the advice of legal counsel 

shall contain the exact wording of the form set out in Section 2500 as 

amended, including the warning and instructions, and nothing else. 
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Comment. Section 2503.5 permits continued use of the form prescribed 
for a statutory form durable power of attorney for health care under 
Section 2500 as originally enacted. Section 2503.5 permits use of the 
original form even after the amendment to Section 2500 takes effect. 
Accordingly, after the amendment to Section 2500 takes effect, either 
the form set forth in Section 2500 as originally enacted or the form set 
forth in Section 2500 as amended may be used. This avoids the need to 
discard existing printed forms on the date the amendment to Section 2500 
takes effect. However, forms printed on or after January I, 1986, must 
contain the exact wording of the form set out in Section 2500 as amended, 
including the warning and instructions, and nothing else. 

09585 

Civil Code If 2510-2511 (added) 

SEC. 12. Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 2510) is added to 

Title 9 of Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 5. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATmGTO 
POWERS OF ATTORNEY 

Civil Code § 2510. Warning statement in printed form 

2510. (a) This section does not apply to either of the following: 

(1) A durable power of attorney for health care. 

(2) A Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney that satisfies the 

requirements of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 2450). 

(b) A printed form of a durable power of attorney that is sold or 

otherwise distributed in this state for use by a person who does not 

have the advice of legal counsel shall contain, in not less than 10-

point boldface type ora reasonable equivalent thereof, the following 

warning statement: 

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT 

This is an' important legal document. It creates a durable power of 

attorney. Before executing this document, you ahould know these important 

facts: 

This document may provide the person you deSignate as your attorney 

in fact with broad powers to manage, dispose, sell, and convey your real 

and personal property and to borrow money using your property as security 

for the loan. 

These powers will exist for an indefinite period of time unless you 

limit their duration in this document. These powers will continue to 

exist notwithstanding your subsequent disability or incapacity. 

You have the right to revoke or terminate this power of attorney. 
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If there is anything about this form that you do not understand, 

you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you. 

(c) Nothing in subdivision (b) invalidates any transaction in which 

a third person relied in good faith upon the authority created by the 

durable power of attorney. 

Comment. Section 2510 continues the substance of former subdivi
aions (b) and (c) of Section 2400 with the following revisions: 

(1) Subdivision (a) of Section 2510 is a new provision that recog
nizes that other provisions prescribe the content of the warning state
ment for particular types of durable powers of attorney. See Sections 
2433 and 2500 (durable power of attorney for health care); Sections 2450 
and 2451 (Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney). See also Section 
2433(a) (introductory clause) (printed form of a durable power of attorney 
for health care to provide only authority to make health care deCisions). 

(2) The warning statement requirement is extended to apply to a 
printed form that is "otherwise distributed" in this state and the 
requirement that the statement be in lo-point boldface type is made more 
flexible by providing that the statement be "in not less than 10-point 
boldface type or a reasonable equivalent thereof." These changes make 
Section 2510 consistent with portions of Section 2433(a) (introductory 
clause), Section 2451{a) (Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney), and 
Sections 2501(a) and 2503(c) (Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney 
For Health Care). 

(3) The last paragraph of the warning statement is added. A com
parable prOVision is included in other required warning statements. See 
Sections 2433, 2450, and 2500. 

09726 

Civil Code § 2511. What constitutes "convincing evidence" of the 
identity of person executing power of attorney 

SEC. 13. Section 2511 is added to the Civil Code, to read: 

2511. For the purposes of the declaration of witnesses required by 

Section 2450 or 2500, "convincing evidence" means the absence of any 

information, evidence, or other circumstances which would lead a reason

able person to believe that the person signing or acknowledging the 

power of attorney as prinCipal is not the individual he or she claims to 

be and anyone of the following: 

(a) Reasonable reliance on the presentation of anyone of the 

follOwing, if the document is current or has been issued within five 

years: 

(1) An identification card or driver's license issued by the 

California Department of Motor Vehicles. 

(2) A passport issued by the Department of State of the United 

States. 
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(b) Reasonable reliance on the presentation of anyone of the 

following, if the document is current or has been issued within five 

years and contains a photograph and description of the person named on 

it, is signed by the person, bears a serial or other identifying number, 

and, in the event that the document is a passport, has been stamped by 

the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service: 

(1) A passport issued by a foreign government. 

(2) A driver's license issued by a state other than California or 

by a Canadian or Mexican public agency authorized to issue drivers' 

licenses. 

(3) An identification card issued by a state other than California. 

(4) An identification card issued by any branch of the armed forces 

of the United States. 

Comment. Section 2511 is drawn from Section 1185 (acknowledgment 
of instrument by notary public) but is more restrictive than that section 
because Section 2511 does not include the substance of subdivision 
(c) (1) of Section 1185. 

992/901 

Corporations Code § 702 (amended). Who may vote corporate shares 

SEC. 14. Section 702 of the Corporations Code is amended to read: 

702. (a) Subject to subdivision (c) of Section 703, shares held by 

an administrator, executor, guardian, conservator or custodian may be 

voted by such holder either in person or by proxy, without a transfer of 

such shares into the holder's name; and shares standing in the name of a 

trustee may be voted by the trustee, either in person or by proxy, but 

no trustee shall be entitled to vote shares held by such trustee without 

a transfer of such shares into the trustee's name. 

(b) Shares standing in the name of a receiver may be voted by such 

receiver; and shares held by or under the control of a receiver may be 

voted by such receiver without the transfer thereof into the receiver's 

name if authority to do so is contained in the order of the court by 

which such receiver was appointed. 

(c) Subject to the prOVisions of Section 705 and except Where 

otherWise agreed in writing between the parties, a shareholder Whose 

shares are pledged shall be entitled to vote such shares until the 

shares have been transferred into the name of the pledgee, and thereafter 

the pledgee shall be entitled to vote the shares so transferred. 
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(d) Shares standing in the name of a minor may be voted and the 

corporation may treat all rights incident thereto as exercisable by the 

minor, in person or by proxy, Whether or not the corporation has notice, 

actual or constructive, of the nonage, unless a guardian of the minor's 

property has been appointed and written notice of such appointment given 

to the corporation. 

(e) If authorized to ~ the shares !z. the power of attorney !z. 

which the attorney in ~ ~ appointed, shares held !z..£!. under the 

control of .!.!! attorney in fact may be voted and .!!!! corporation may 

trea t all rights incident thereto!.!!. exercisable !z. the attorney in 

fact, in person.£!.!z. proxy, without the transfer of .!!!! shares ~ the 

~ of the attorney .!!!. fact. 

Comment. Subdivision (e) is added to Section 702 to make clear 
that an attorney in fact may vote shares without tran.sfer of the shares 
into the name of the attorney in fact if authorized by the power of 
attorney. 

12804 

Savings Clause 

SEC. IS. Nothing in this act affects the validity of a power of 

attorney executed prior to the date this act becomes operative. 
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